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Biogeochemistry is controlled by microorganisms obtaining nutrients and energy. Thus, 
microbial metabolisms directly link microbial ecology and geochemistry. The extent that 
microbial ecology and geochemistry microbial ecology and geochemistry affects the other 
requires constraint on the spatiotemporal distribution and abundance of microbial metabolisms 
with respect to geochemistry, or the microbial niches. Elucidating microbial metabolisms was 
challenging prior to the advent of ‘omics sequencing technologies, as most microbial lineages 
lack cultured representatives. Although revolutionizing microbial ecology, challenges still exist 
in fully leveraging information derived from ‘omics technologies. This dissertation attempts to 
address a small subset of these challenges that include quantifying the generalizability of 
microbial metabolism with respect to phylogeny, relating metagenomic sequencing effort to in 
situ genome discovery rates, quantifying and generalizing the relative contribution to a net 
ecosystem function by community members, and relating geochemistry gradients to microbial 
metabolism gradients. As a part of this work, theoretical and quantitative measures are proposed 
for evaluating microbial metabolism diversity with respect to phylogenetics (permutational 
multivariate ANOVA and variance component modeling), community diversity (generalized 
coupon collector equation, parametric diversity), and in situ geochemistry at the field site, White 
Oak River estuary, North Carolina (USA). Numerical simulations (community rarefaction, 
community extinction events, and reaction-transport modeling) and public data repositories 
(Reference Sequence Database, GenBank, Integrated Microbial Genome and Microbiomes, and 
Sequence Read Archive) are used for the testing efficacy of the proposed theoretical and 




can be used for developing and testing ecological theory and concepts. The theoretical and 
quantitative methods proposed here can now be used in exploring microbial niche distributions 
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An integral link exists between geochemistry and microbial ecology. Through networks 
of traits, or metabolisms, microbial life mediates chemical reactions to harvest energy and build 
biomass from nutrients. It is these reactions that drive biogeochemical fluxes (1). Heterogenous 
element distributions and speciation necessitates plasticity from microbial life in accessing 
essential nutrients. Only microbes capable of metabolizing the available nutrients will subsist in 
an environment. Thus, a prerequisite for linking predictive geochemistry with ecological 
modeling is a fundamental characterization of the metabolisms driving biogeochemistry (2).  
An increase in observed microbial metabolism diversity is a consequence from ongoing 
research in environmental microbiology (1). Nonetheless, quantitative constraints are lacking for 
the number of metabolisms that exist and the spatiotemporal distribution of metabolisms. New 
metabolisms are regularly theorized based on thermodynamics, only to be later discovered in 
nature. A prominent example is anaerobic oxidation of ammonium (anammox). Hypothesized in 
the 1970s using thermodynamics, an anammox metabolism was not observed in nature until 
2003 (3, 4). A more recent example includes sulfur comproportionation, or the reverse of the 
sulfur disproportionation metabolism, which is thermodynamically favorable at low temperatures 
and low pH values (5). The theoretical diversity for microbial metabolisms is seemingly 
boundless, with the primary constraints being the number of chemical compounds and the 
physical limitations of life (nutrients, temperature, pressure, pH, etc.). Specifically, a small 
activity product and temperatures can shift any positive standard Gibbs energy to a negative 




activation energy barriers regulate the kinetics for energetically favorable reactions, and enzymes 
reduce these kinetic barriers. 
Metabolic diversity on Earth has not been constant with geological time. An analysis of 
monophyletically conserved genes among contemporary Archaea and Bacteria lineages 
identified 355 candidate genes possessed by the last universal common ancestor (LUCA) (7). 
These genes suggest LUCA was a diazotrophic autotroph utilizing the Wood-Ljungdahl pathway 
as a carbon fixation pathway and harvested energy using hydrogenotrophic acetogenesis and 
methanogenesis. These observations led (7) to conclude LUCA presided in an anaerobic 
environment with geochemical conditions consistent with a hydrothermal system. Weak 
selection pressures on metabolism evolution during the Archaean led to rapid metabolism 
diversification via high rates of gene birth, horizontal gene transfer, and gene duplication events 
(8). A gene cluster analysis performed by (8) indicates Archaean metabolisms cycled diverse 
sulfur species (H2S, elemental S, S2O3
2-, SO3
2-, and SO4
2-), select metals (Fe, Zn, and Mn), and 
NH3. Presumably, sulfur cycling was primarily driven by anoxygenic photosynthesis (elemental 
S acting as an electron donor), sulfur reduction (elemental S to H2S), and sulfur 
disproportionation reactions (9). Furthermore, an energy budget calculated by (9) indicates iron 
anoxygenic photosynthesis was likely the primary metabolism fixing carbon and generating 
energy during the Archaean. Subsequent oxidation of Earth’s atmosphere increased inventories 
of oxidized elemental reservoirs and increased selection pressures on anaerobic metabolisms 
(10). Metabolisms evolved to utilize oxidized nitrogen species (NO3
-, NO2
-, N2O) and metals 
soluble in oxic conditions (Cu, Mo, Co, and Ni) (8). Although surface Earth became more 




with high organic matter are largely anoxic and support anaerobic microbial metabolisms (10). 
These biomes contain ~90% of all microbial life by mass (11).  
Ideally, discerning whether a microbe can mediate a reaction, or possesses a metabolism 
type, is an exercise of observing a reaction in conjunction with a microbial isolate. Elucidating 
preferential growth conditions for microbial communities necessitates experimentation with 
different growth medias, building simulated environments, and consideration of obligate 
ecological relationships (12). Additional challenges arise when evaluating metabolisms in co-
cultures, where additional techniques, such as stable isotope probing, may be necessary to 
determine which members perform which metabolic processes (13). In practice, most microbial 
lineages still lack cultured representatives using traditional culturing techniques. Often times, 
environmental conditions are difficult to replicate, obligate partners are unknown a prior, or 
isolates do not grow on experimentally practical timescales (14). A recent analysis quantified the 
proportion of cells in the environment which lack a cultured representative (15). Using distances 
between 16S rRNA genes to the nearest cultured representative (based on sequence similarity 
alignments) for all rRNA genes in publicly available metagenomes, (15) estimates that up to 
87% and 64% of cells (varying upon biome) lack a cultured representative within their respective 
genus and phylum, respectively.  
To circumnavigate issues related to culturing, culture-independent techniques are used to 
identify proxies, or traits. Traits can indicate whether a microbe has a metabolism. In particular, 
‘omics sequencing technologies have become mainstay approaches for identifying microbial 




geochemical cycling. For instance, genomic sequencing has linked sulfur, nitrogen, carbon, and 
iron cycles via metabolic syntrophy in aquifers and estuary sediments (16, 17).  
Although meta-omics sequencing technology provides an alternative to culture-based 
approaches for characterizing microbial metabolisms, issues persist when characterizing traits 
from environmental communities. Perhaps the largest shortfall from meta-omics sequencing is 
that the observation of a gene, transcript, or protein, does not necessarily translate into a 
phenotype. Often ‘omics data must be integrated with assays or geochemistry to infer phenotype 
(18). Another prominent issue with meta-omics is the continued reliance on reference databases 
of known gene annotations (generated from pure cultures) for assigning annotations to unknown 
genes. For instance, only ~50% of genes from ocean metagenomes have annotates (19). Another 
issue is that assembly and binning algorithms, which are used with short read sequencing, are not 
100% optimal at recapitulating genomes in the environment (20). Typically, algorithm efficacy is 
evaluated with respect to artificial communities (21); however, the composition of environmental 
communities is unknown, and so experimentally validating observed metagenome-assembled 
genomes retrieved during sequencing experiments remains a challenge.    
Despite these benign challenges, meta-omics sequencing technologies have generated a 
substantial amount of trait data (22–25), and if properly applied, can be informative about 
microbial metabolism diversity. The four chapters presented here attempt to address some 
quantitative and theoretical limitations associated with measuring microbial metabolic diversity.  
• Chapter One, published in the journal, mSphere, as “Quantitatively Partitioning 
Microbial Genomic Traits Among Taxonomic Ranks Across the Microbial Tree of Life” 




phylogenetic diversity correspond to metabolic diversity (27)? Is there a correlation 
between phylogenetic relatedness and metabolism? The recently proposed Genome 
Taxonomy Database (GTDB) taxonomy is the first taxonomic system quantifying relative 
evolutionary divergence exclusively based solely on conserved marker gene sets (28). 
Metabolic diversity among GTDB taxonomic ranks, phylum through genus, was 
quantified with cluster of orthologous groups in genomes from RefSeq v92 (23), the JGI 
Integrated Microbial Genomes and Microbiomes (IMG/M) database, and uncultivated 
bacterial and archaeal genomes from GenBank (29).  
• Chapter Two, published in the journal, mSystems, as “Theoretical and Simulation-Based 
Investigation of the Relationship between Sequencing Effort, Microbial Community 
Richness, and Diversity in Binning Metagenome-assembled Genomes” (30) , explores the 
relationship between sequencing effort in whole-genome shotgun metagenomic 
sequencing experiments, community diversity, and metagenome-assembled genomes 
(MAG) discovery rates. A disproportionate number of microbial lineages lack cultured 
representatives (15), which creates a reliance on culture-independent techniques for 
characterizing the presence of traits. High-throughput sequencing technological has 
become a mainstay in the microbial ecology literature for characterizing the genomic 
content from lineages lacking cultured representative, yet quantitative guidance on the 
necessary sequencing effort as a function of targeted genome rareness is lacking in the 
literature (20). A theoretical model, based on a coupon collector sampling model, is 
proposed and related to MAG discovery rates for sequencing experiments performed on 




• Chapter Three presents theory for a novel measure of microbial trait functional 
redundancy. ‘Omics technology accessibility and utility has increased for microbial 
ecology studies, leading to the observation that ecosystem functions are frequently 
performed simultaneously by different taxa in the same community (31). The ecological 
role of functional redundancy is a community is not clear; however, a metric that is 
comparable between different communities and with respect to time is necessary in 
studying functional redundancy. The proposed measure for functional redundancy builds 
on traditional diversity theory and defines functional redundancy as the evenness in 
relative trait contribution by community members.  
• Chapter Four presents a porewater and bulk sediment geochemical analysis of White Oak 
River (WOR) estuary sediments. The WOR estuary may provide a good model system 
for studying microbial ecology with respect to geochemistry due to the rapid change in 
redox reactant zonation (32) and the global carbon sink because estuaries act a conduits 
for terrestrial carbon transport to marine environments (33). However, temporal variance 
in major geochemical reservoirs for carbon and sulfur, major sources for electron 
acceptors and donors in WOR sediments, have not been evaluated >20 years (34, 35). 
Thus, carbon and sulfur budgets were re-evaluated based on recent measurements and 
reaction-transport modeling based on those measurements. Geochemical changes were 
then related to microbial metabolisms known to exist in WOR sediments. 
In summary, the chapters presented here provide a framework for identifying and comparing 
microbial traits. These approaches will aid in linking WOR estuary sediment geochemistry with 




CHAPTER ONE  
QUANTITATIVELY PARTITIONING MICROBIAL GENOMIC TRAITS 





This chapter is published in mSphere by Taylor M. Royalty and Andrew D. Steen. Andrew D. 
Steen aided in analysis, interpretation, and conception. A version is available at 
https://doi.org/10.1128/mSphere.00446-19 (26). 
Abstract 
Widely used microbial taxonomies, such as the NCBI taxonomy, are based on a 
combination of sequence homology among conserved genes and historically accepted 
taxonomies, which were developed based on observable traits such as morphology and 
physiology. A recently proposed alternative taxonomy database, the Genome Taxonomy 
Database (GTDB), incorporates only sequence homology of conserved genes and attempts to 
partition taxonomic ranks such that each rank implies the same amount of evolutionary distance, 
regardless of its position on the phylogenetic tree. This provides the first opportunity to 
completely separate taxonomy from traits and therefore to quantify how taxonomic rank 
corresponds to traits across the microbial tree of life. We quantified the relative abundances of 
clusters of orthologous group functional categories (COG-FCs) as a proxy for traits within the 
lineages of 13,735 cultured and uncultured microbial lineages from a custom-curated genome 
database. On average, 41.4% of the variation in COG-FC relative abundance is explained by 
taxonomic rank, with domain, phylum, class, order, family, and genus explaining, on average, 
3.2%, 14.6%, 4.1%, 9.2%, 4.8%, and 5.5% of the variance, respectively (p<0.001 for all). To our 
knowledge, this is the first work to quantify the variance in metabolic potential contributed by 
individual taxonomic ranks. A qualitative comparison between the COG-FC relative abundances 
and genus-level phylogenies, generated from published concatenated protein sequence 




taxonomic ranks. The quantitative analyses presented here characterize the integral relationship 
between diversification of microbial lineages and the metabolisms which they host. 
Importance 
Recently, there has been great progress in defining a complete taxonomy of bacteria and 
archaea, which has been enabled by improvements in DNA sequencing technology and new 
bioinformatic techniques. A new, algorithmically defined microbial tree of life describes those 
linkages, relying solely on genetic data, which raises the issue of how microbial traits relate to 
taxonomy. Here, we adopted cluster of orthologous group functional categories as a scheme to 
describe the genomic contents of microbes, a method that can be applied to any microbial lineage 
for which genomes are available. This simple approach allows quantitative comparisons between 
microbial genomes with different gene compositions from across the microbial tree of life. Our 
observations demonstrate statistically significant patterns in cluster of orthologous group 
functional categories at taxonomic levels that span the range from domain to genus. 
Introduction 
The relationship between microbial taxonomy and function is a longstanding problem in 
microbiology (27, 36, 37). Prior to the identification of the 16S rRNA gene as a taxonomic 
marker, microbial phylogenetic relationships were defined by traits such as morphology, 
behavior, and metabolic capacity. Cheap DNA sequencing has provided the ability to fortify 
those phenotype-based taxonomies with quantitative determinations of differences between 
marker genes, but canonical taxonomies such as the NCBI taxonomy continue to “reflect the 




taxonomies (38). Recently, (28) formalized the genome taxonomy database (GTDB), a 
phylogeny in which taxonomic ranks are defined by “relative evolutionary divergence” in order 
to create taxonomic ranks that have uniform evolutionary meaning across the microbial tree of 
life (28). This approach removes phenotype or traits entirely from taxonomic assignment as 
evolutionary distance is calculated from the alignment of 120 and 122 concatenated, universal 
proteins found in all bacterial and archaeal lineages, respectively. An investigation of the 
relationship between traits and phylogeny has not been possible until the recent publication of a 
microbial tree of life that is based solely on evolutionary distance. Thus, we ask the question: to 
what extent does GTDB phylogeny predict microbial traits?  
Comparing phenotypic characteristics of microorganisms across the tree of life is not 
currently possible, because most organisms and lineages currently lack cultured representatives 
(15, 39). We therefore used the abundance of different clusters of orthologous groups (COGs) in 
microbial genomes, a proxy for phenotype which is available for all microorganisms for which 
genomes are available. Clusters of orthologous groups (COGs) are a classification scheme that 
defines protein domains based on groups of proteins sharing high sequence homology (40). More 
than ~5,700 COGs have been identified to date. COGs are placed into one of 25 metabolic 
functional categories (COG-FCs), which represents a generalized metabolic function (e.g., 
“Lipid Transport and Metabolism” or “Chromatin Structure and Dynamics”). Our analyses 
quantify the degree to which taxonomic rank (genus through domain) predicts the COG-FC 
content of genomes, and illustrate which lineages are relatively enriched or depleted in specific 
COG-FCs. These analyses constitute a step towards better understanding how evolutionary 




probabilistically predict the metabolic or functional similarity of microbes given their taxonomic 
classification.  
Results 
The genomes analyzed in this work were compiled from a variety of different sources, 
including RefSeq v92, the JGI Integrated Microbial Genomes and Microbiomes (IMG/M) 
database, and GenBank, in order to include genomes created using diverse sequencing and 
assembly techniques. The integration of the RefSeq v92, JGI IMG/M, and GenBank databases 
resulted in a total of 119,852 genomes within the custom-curated database. Raw data, GTDB 
taxonomy, and associated accession numbers are provided in at 
https://zenodo.org/record/3361565. Among these genomes, we included only those that satisfied 
a set of criteria designed to ensure that each genus contained enough genomes to allow 
statistically robust analysis. This resulted in a set of 13,735 lineages, representing 22 bacterial 
phyla and 4 archaeal phyla, 67% of which have been grown in culture (Table 1.1). Most 
predicted open reading frames for most lineages could be assigned to a COG-FC. Across all 
phyla, an average of 84.3% + 7.8% of open reading frames were assigned to a COG-FC (Figure 
1.1). Genomes of the same phylum tended to group together in an initial principal component 
analysis (PCA) of raw COG-FC abundance (Figure 1.2A). Since this analysis was based on 
absolute abundance of COG-FCs in genomes, rather than relative abundance, we hypothesized 
that the relationship between COG-FC abundance and phylum was largely a consequence of 
genome size, which is phylogenetically conserved (41). Consistent with this possibility, position 
on PC 1 correlated closely with genome size (r2=0.88; Figure 1.2B). We therefore normalized 




of genome size derived from a generalized additive model (GAM; Figure 1.3; summary statistics 
in Table 1.2). Each GAM model was statistically significant (p<0.001), and all but five COG-
FCs had deviance explained (analogous to adjusted r2) of more than 50%. We interpret analyses 
of these genome size-normalized datasets as reflecting the enrichment or depletion of COG-FC 
abundance, relative to that expected for a given genome size, and thus, are defined as COG-FC 
relative abundances. PCA of these COG-FC relative abundances showed that species-level 
lineages still tended to group by phylum, even though the inter-phyla gradients in genome size 
were no longer apparent (Figure 1.2B, C). Note that attempts were made to normalize by genome 
size alone; however, these attempts failed to properly remove the influence of genome size. We 
hypothesize this was due to the nonlinear response in COG-FC abundances as a function of 
genome size.  
To quantify the degree to which taxonomic rank explains the distribution of COG-FC 
relative abundances among individual genomes, we performed a permutation multivariate 
ANOVA (PERMANOVA) using the following taxonomic ranks: domain, phylum, class, order, 
family, and genus, as well as culture-status (cultured versus uncultured lineage) (Figure 1.4). The 
rank of species was excluded from the analysis as every lineage was unique, and thus, species 
would explain 100% of the data. Every rank significantly influenced the distribution of COG-FC 
relative abundance (p < 0.001), but the fraction of variance that each rank explained differed 
substantially: phylum explained the most variance (14.6%), followed by order (9.2%), genus 
(5.5%), family (4.8%), and class (4.1%). Domain explained only 3.1% of variance in COG-FC 
relative abundance, the least of any taxonomic rank. Culture-status was a significant correlate of 




<0.001%. This observation is consistent with no particular COG-FC relative abundance being 
systematically higher or lower in uncultured microbes relative to cultured microbes.  
The variability in COG-FC relative abundances across different phyla was explored in 
addition to mean COG-FC composition for individual phyla (Figure 1.5). The evolutionary 
distance in COG-FC content was measured for all lineages in respect to the phylum COG-FC 
centroid (Figure 1.5A). The variations in calculated distances for all lineages within a given 
phylum were compared across the entire phylum (Figure 1.5A). Among all phyla, the 
Crenarchaeota differed the most from the phylum centroid, indicating the largest amount of 
genomic variation in terms of COG-FC content, followed by Patescibacteria and 
Cyanobacterota. The least variable phyla were the Synergistota, Marinisomatota, and 
Fibrobacterota phyla, respectively (Figure 1.5A). We explored the possibility that the amount of 
variance in lineages from the phylum centroid was a function of the number of lineages in the 
phylum. In other words, did the COG-FC content of some genomes seem less variable simply 
because they had been undersampled? A plot of the average distance of lineages from their 
phylum’s centroid (i.e., the center of the mass of all genomes in the trait space) versus the 
number of lineages in the phylum reveals that increased sampling caused an apparent increase in 
the variability of traits within a phylum. This increase in variability across the phylum began to 
resemble an asymptotic line after approximately 100 genomes were sampled (Figure 1.5B). We 
modeled the data using both a saturating model (equation 1.1) and a linear model to test this 
observation. The saturating model described the relationship substantially better than a linear 
regression, as determined by the Akaike information criterion (AIC; ΔAIC=10.5). Coefficient A 




0.75+0.15 (p<0.001). Coefficient B, which represents how quickly the function approaches the 
asymptote, was 0.43+0.30 (p=0.17). Coefficient C, representing an offset employed to address 
the fact that all the log-transformed distances have negative values, was -1.63+0.14 (P<0.001). 
This means that observing approximately 100 lineages in a phylum is sufficient to assess the 
variance in trait space representing half of all potential variance for that phylum (0.13). Note that 
this represents the effect of incorporation of the shift parameter, coefficient C. 
We sought a qualitative sense of how the distribution of COG-FC relative abundance 
related to phylogeny. To achieve this, we quantified the average COG-FC relative abundance for 
each COG-FC in each genus These values were then visualized on a genus-level phylogenetic 
tree (Figure 1.6) utilizing concatenated ribosomal protein sequences published by (28). Several 
notable features appear in COG-FC relative abundance at the phylum level. For example, among 
the four Archaeal phyla represented here, Thermoplasmatota appears unique, with high COG-FC 
relative abundances in cell motility and depletion in every other category. In general, the COG-
FC content of bacterial lineages appeared more variable than the archaeal lineages at all 
taxonomic resolutions. The clade consisting of Bacteroidota, Spirochaetota, and 
Verrucomicrobiota were notably depleted in the less-variable COG-FCs, including energy 
production and conversion, amino acid transport and metabolism, and carbohydrate transport and 
metabolism, among others. Another prominent feature is the near-ubiquitous elevation in COG-
FC relative abundance of cell motility, secondary metabolites biosynthesis, transport, and 
catabolism, lipid transport and metabolism, and intracellular trafficking, secretion, and vesicular 
transport COGs in Proteobacteria. A notable dichotomy in the COG-FC relative abundance of 




largest clades within the proteobacteria. Overall, relative abundance data qualitatively appears 
consistent with phylogenetic relationships, albeit, occurring on different taxonomic levels.  
The relationship between individual COG-FC relative abundances and taxonomic ranks 
was appeared largely variable (Figure 1.6). For instance, most variation in RNA Processing and 
Modification occurred at higher taxonomic ranks such as phylum and class while Secondary 
Metabolites Biosynthesis, Transport, and Catabolism varied at lower ranks such as order. To 
quantify this relationship, we applied a variance components model to proportion the variance 
explained by different taxonomic ranks (Figure 1.7). Domain and culture-status was excluded 
from this analysis as variance explained becomes imprecise when a factor has less than 5 groups 
(42). Consistent with the PERMANOVA results (Figure 1.4), COG-FC relative abundances were 
best explained by the taxonomic rank, phylum. In contrast to the PERMANOVA, the taxonomic 
rank, class, appeared to have reasonable explanatory power for a select set of COG-FCs. In 
general, the overall explanatory power for taxonomic rank appears to decrease at lower 
taxonomic ranks. 
Lastly, to gain a sense of “notable” COG-FCs associated with different phyla, we 
calculated the mean COG-FC across all lineages in a given phyla and compared these values 
against the 85th and 15th percentiles for all lineages in our custom-curated database. All COG-
FCs which were significantly (p<0.05; based on a 105-iteration bootstrap analysis) greater or less 
than the 85th and 15th percentiles, respectively, are shown in Table 1.3. Each archaeal phylum 
was enriched or depleted three-to-nine COG-FCs, whereas most bacterial phyla were enriched or 
depleted in in three to four COG-FCs.  A few exceptions arose, such as Fibrobacterota was 




Proteobacteria was the only phylum not heavily enriched or depleted in any COG-FCs. 
Discussion 
We observed that the abundance of COG-FCs within individual lineages tentatively 
grouped according to phyla after variable reduction via PCA (data not shown). Furthermore, 
PCA scores along PC1 correlated strongly with genome size (r2=0.88; Figure 1.2A). It has been 
observed that genome size, and thus, number of genes, is a phylogenetically conserved within 
microbial clades (41). The conserved nature of genome size across phylogeny implied that 
phylogenic groupings may be an artifact of genome size. Thus, the normalization of COG-FC 
abundances by genome size to properly characterize the relationship between COG-FC and 
phylogeny. We performed the normalization using the slope from a GAM regression which 
modeled COG-FC abundance as a function of genome size. The COG-FC normalization 
removed the influence of genome size (r2=0; Figure 1.2B) while retaining phylogenic groupings 
(Figure 1.2C). 
The PERMANOVA (Figure 1.4) and analysis of diversity of genomic composition within 
phyla (Figure 1.5) showed that microbial lineages exhibit characteristic relative abundances of 
COG-FC, and that the extent of variation varies among taxonomic ranks. Of all the taxonomic 
ranks, phylum was the most powerful predictor of COG-FC relative abundances, which is 
consistent with observations that phylum can be informative of microbial function (e.g., 24–26). 
Lower taxonomic ranks such as genus and family had approximately half the explanatory power 
of the taxonomic rank, phylum. Many studies focus on metabolic coherence of individual traits 




previous observations and our observation likely relates to how we characterize patterns in 
metabolic potential. These studies characterize trait function based on phenotype observation, 
protein structures, and pathway components. Such characterizations are effective metrics for 
characterizing finer units of taxonomy, such as genus, but do not scale to coarser units of 
taxonomy, such as phylum. In contrast, COG-FCs provide a coarse metabolic description which 
scales with coarser units of taxonomy (46). The tradeoff of the approach used here is that, by 
analyzing COG-FCs, we lose information about specific genes or potential metabolic functions 
but gain the ability to apply a consistent analysis across an entire genome and across the entire 
microbial tree of life. Thus, the extent that observed patterns (Figure 1.2) reflect phenotypically-
expressed differences among lineages is unknown. Nonetheless, the statistical robustness of the 
relationship between all taxonomic ranks and COG-FC patterns suggests that evolutionary 
processes (e.g., horizontal gene transfer, vertical gene transfer, duplications, deletions, etc.) 
control the preponderance of different COG-FCs across lineages.  
The role that individual evolutionary processes play in influencing COG-FC relative 
abundances at a given taxonomic rank is likely variable. For instance, horizontal gene transfer is 
more common among more closely related lineages (47) and thus, likely promotes increased 
levels of similarity at lower taxonomic ranks. At higher taxonomic ranks, vertical processes may 
be more important. The asymptote in the mean log10-distance from the centroid as function of 
lineages in a phylum suggests that identifying more lineages for more poorly represented 
lineages should expand the diversity of COG-FCs that are found, whereas phyla that were 
adequately sampled (at least ~1000 lineages) exhibited comparable variability in COG-FC 




likely to exist (48), we propose that the taxonomic rank of phylum implies a fairly consistent 
degree of diversity in COG-FC distribution. To the extent that phenotype matches genotype at 
the level of COG-FC distributions, therefore, we expect that typical phyla exhibit similar 
phenotypic diversity. A notable exception is the phylum Crenarchaeota, which were far more 
diverse than would be expected based on the number of lineages sampled. The Crenarchaeota, 
as defined in the GTDB, collapsed members of several phyla that had been designated separately 
under previous taxonomies, including lineages that had previously been assigned as 
Crenarchaeota, Thaumarchaeota, Euryarchaeota, Verstraetearchaeota, Korarchaeota, and 
Bathyarchaeota (28). It is possible that the relationship between marker genes used in the GTDB 
and the rest of the genome is unusual for this clade, compared to other phyla, or that the GTDB 
classification of Crenarchaeota is lacking in some other way.  
Although the ranks, genus and family, explained relatively little of the variance in COG-
FC distribution, examples of consistent colored blocks were evident at every taxonomic 
resolution in Figure 1.6, indicating higher or lower relative abundances of specific COG-FCs 
were conserved across each taxonomic rank in some parts of the phylogenetic tree. This is 
explained by ‘distantly’ (i.e., non-sister clades) related clades occupying similar COG-FC trait-
space. Our variance components model accounted for the hierarchical nature of taxonomic 
lineage by partitioning the explanatory power that individual taxonomic ranks had for individual 
COG-FC relative abundances (Figure 1.7). Consistent with Figure 1.5, different COG-FCs 
appeared most controlled at different taxonomic ranks. For instance, the COG-FC, Coenzyme 
Transport and Metabolism, was almost entirely explained by the taxonomic rank, phylum. This 




conserved at the phylum level (49, 50). Similarly, the COG-FC, Carbohydrate Transport and 
Metabolism, was best explained the taxonomic ranks, genus and family, which is consistent with 
previous observations that large amounts of variability exist for hydrolase traits at lower 
taxonomic ranks (27, 36, 37). Ultimately, the variability in explanatory power on COG-FCs by 
different taxonomic ranks supports the notion that evolutionary processes operate on microbial 
metabolisms at different timescales depending on which component of the metabolism is in 
question. 
The coherence in metabolic potential at higher taxonomic ranks may help explain the 
distribution of microbial clades across ecological niches. Analyses of habitat associations (27, 
41, 50) found phylum-level patterns in lineages occupying niches which supports the idea that 
there is a relationship between higher taxonomic ranks, metabolism, and niche. Our analysis 
provides quantitative evidence to this idea by demonstrating coherence in metabolic potential 
with broad-scale patterns in genomic data. The question remains: how well do the observed 
COG-FC relative abundances reflect expressed functional traits (i.e., phenotype) across these 
lineages? It is difficult to address this question systematically, but some of the relative 
abundances and depletions here appear consistent with known physiologies of clades. For 
instance, Rickettsiales were depleted in nucleotide metabolism and transport, consistent with 
previously observed lack of a metabolic pathway for purine synthesis among five example 
Rickettsiales (51). Another example is the depletion in the COG-FCs for energy production and 
conversion, amino acid transport and metabolism, and carbohydrate transport and metabolism 
within the Bacteroidetes, Spirochaetes, and Chlamydiales clade. This clade is known to contain 





The GTDB classification is the first fully algorithmic and quantitatively self-consistent 
microbial taxonomy that can be applied across the tree of life (28). By standardizing the meaning 
of taxonomic ranks, it creates an objective basis on which to compare microbial functionality to 
phylogeny. The analyses presented here demonstrate compositional patterns exist for genomic 
traits which can be explained by different taxonomic ranks. Furthermore, the proportion of 
variance explained for individual COG-FCs was partitioned as a function of taxonomic ranks. 
These quantitative relationships elude to the idea that evolutionary processes operate on different 
timescales for different components of microbial metabolisms and supports previous notions that 
a relationship exists between higher taxonomic ranks, metabolism, and ecological niches. 
 Materials and Methods 
Genome Database Curation 
All bacterial and archaeal genomes from the RefSeq database v92 (23), uncultured 
bacterial and archaeal (UBA) metagenome-assembled genomes (MAGs) reported in (28, 29), 
bacterial and archaeal MAGs from Integrated Microbial Genomes and Microbiomes (IMG/M), 
and bacterial and archaeal single amplified genomes (SAGs) from IMG/M were curated into a 
single database. All genomic content within the curated database is referred to as “genome(s)” 
for simplicity. Genomes were assigned taxonomy consistent with the Genome Taxonomy 
Database (GTDB) using the GTDB toolkit (GTDB-Tk) v0.2.1 (28). The GTDB-Tk taxonomic 
assignments were consistent with reference package GTDB r86. Lineages which did not receive 




total, 6.1% of the total number of genomes from the initial database met this condition. Due to 
bias in the abundance of strains in specific clades (e.g., E. coli), the lowest taxonomic rank 
considered during our analysis was species. The COG-FC relative abundances (see below) were 
averaged together for all strains within a given species. An exception was made for lineages 
which shared a genus classification but lacked a species classification. In this scenario, each 
genome was treated as an independent lineage. In total, 10.9% of the total number genomes 
analyzed (i.e., had a genus assignment) met this condition. Lastly, only genomes belonging to 
genera with at least ten unique species in the database were retained. This criterion ensured 
enough data to generate meaningful statistics during our PERMANOVA. The final database is 
summarized in Table 1.1. The genus-level phylogenetic tree was generated from concatenated 
protein sequence alignments published in (28). 
COG Functional Category Identification, Enumeration, and Normalization  
Genes were predicted from individual genomes and translated into protein sequences 
using Prodigal v.2.6.3 (56). The resulting protein sequences were analyzed for COGs (40). COG 
position-specific scoring matrices (PSSMs) were downloaded from NCBI’s Conserved Domain 
Database (27 March 2017 definitions). COG PSSMs were BLASTed against protein sequences 
with the Reverse Position Specific-BLAST (RPS-BLAST) algorithm (57). Following previously 
a reported protocol (57), we used an E-value cutoff of 0.01 to assign COGs with RPS-BLAST. 
The retrieved COGs were assigned to their respective COG functional categories (COG-FCs; 25 
in total) and the abundance of each functional category was tabulated using cdd2cog (58) for 
each genome. The abundance for individual COG-FCs was normalized by the respective COG-




structures, the standard deviation was 0. Consequently, data could not be normalized, and thus, 
these two categories were discarded from all analyses.  
COG-FC abundances were normalized by their respective regression slopes of COG-FC 
abundance for a given genome as a function of genome size. COG-FC abundances were 
modelled as a function of genome size for individual categories using a generalized additive 
model (GAM) with a smoothing term due to the pairwise response to genome size (Figure 1.3). 
We used the gam function from the R package, mgcv (59). In some instances, regression fits 
were visibly skewed by high-leverage data points. High-leverage data were filtered using the 
influence.gam function in the mgcv package. Data in the 99.5% percentile for influence were 
excluded when performing regression analysis but were included in all downstream analyses. All 
regressions were significant with p<0.001. 
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) 
We performed PCA on the normalized COG-FC abundances and relative abundances. 
Prior to PCA, assumptions of normality were achieved by performing a boxcox transformation 
on individual COG-FC abundance and relative abundance distributions with the boxcox function 
from the R Package, MASS (60). The resulting distributions were then scaled by the respective 
COG-FC standard deviation calculated from all genomes. PCA was performed using the 
princomp function from the R package, stats (61).  
Quantifying COG-FC Variance Explained by Taxonomic Rank  
We performed permutational multivariate analysis of variance (PERMANOVA) using 




class, order, family, and genus as well as cultured-status were used as test categorical variables 
for quantifying variance in COG-FC relative abundance explained by the mean taxonomic rank 
centroids. The default, 999 permutations test, was performed using each categorical variable. 
Distances were calculated between mean phyla COG-FC relative abundance centroids and the 
respective genomes within that phyla by performing an analysis of multivariate homogeneity of 
groups dispersions with the betadisper function from the R package, vegan (62). The distance 
matrix used for both the adonis and betadisper analyses was generated calculating Euclidean 
distance on the normalized COG-FC relative abundance.  
The mean log10-distance from phylum centroid for each phylum and modeled with the 
following equation, which represents a hyperbola shifted on the x-axis to ensure that mean 




+ 𝐶                       (1.1 
where A, B, and C are fit coefficients and n is the total number of lineages in the given phylum. 
The Akaike Information Criterion was calculated with the fit from eq 1 using the AIC function 
from the R package, stats (61). 
 A variance component model was performed using the lme function from the R package, 
nlme (63). The proportion of variance explained by the taxonomic ranks, phylum, class, order, 
family, and genus, was determined for each individual COG-FC. Domain and culture-status were 
not evaluated due to imprecise results generated from factors that only have 2 groups (42). 
Lineage was treated as a random intercept, where individual taxonomic ranks were nested within 




Confidence intervals were determined by performing a 500-iteration bootstrap analysis with the 































Actinobacteriota 3 9 22 50 2286 2115 171 
Bacteroidota 3 7 19 50 1606 741 865 
Campylobacterota 1 1 6 8 270 203 67 
Cyanobacteriota 2 3 4 7 119 84 35 
Deinococcota 1 1 2 2 44 44 0 
Desulfobacterota 2 2 2 4 43 23 20 
Elusimicrobiota 1 1 1 1 22 0 22 
Fibrobacterota 1 1 1 1 34 22 12 
Firmicutes 3 10 23 48 1543 1356 187 
Firmicutes A 2 7 10 31 600 304 296 
Firmicutes B 1 1 1 1 22 11 11 
Firmicutes C 1 2 3 4 53 32 21 
Fusobacteriota 1 1 2 2 40 40 0 
Marinisomatota 1 1 1 1 10 0 10 
Nitrospirota 2 2 2 2 30 6 24 
Nitrospirota A 1 1 1 1 14 2 12 
Patescibacteria 6 16 26 36 707 0 707 
Proteobacteria 3 25 59 163 5589 3952 1637 
Spirochaetota 3 4 4 6 153 89 64 
Synergistota 1 1 1 1 19 2 17 
Thermotogota 1 1 2 2 23 15 8 
Verrucomicrobiota 2 4 5 7 84 16 68 
Archaea 
Crenarchaeota 1 1 1 2 68 7 61 
Euryarchaeota 2 2 2 2 45 26 19 
Halobacterota 4 5 7 9 164 97 67 
Thermoplasmatota 1 1 2 9 147 0 147 






Table 1.2. Fit statistics for GAM regressions modeling COG-FC abundance as a function of 
genome size. 
COG Functional Category P-value F-value Deviance Explained 
RNA Processing and Modification * 467.9 15.8 
Chromatin Structure and Dynamics * 404 14.2 
Energy Production and Conversion * 7145 74.1 
Cell Cycle, Control, Cell Division, and Chromosome 
Partitioning 
* 3378 57.9 
Amino Acid Transport and Metabolism * 6118 71.5 
Nucleotide Transport and Metabolism * 5845 70.5 
Carbohydrate Transport and Metabolism * 3941 61.8 
Coenzyme Transport and Metabolism * 11714 82.7 
Lipid Transport and Metabolism * 3609 59.7 
Translation Ribosomal Structure and Biogenesis * 6089 71.4 
Transcription * 13960 84 
Replication, Recombination, and Repair * 3229 56.6 
Cell Wall Membrane Envelope Biogenesis * 7347 75.1 
Cell Motility * 953 28.1 
Posttranslational Modification, Protein Turnover, chaperones * 8067 76.8 
Inorganic Ion Transport and Metabolism * 10606 81.3 
Secondary Metabolites Biosynthesis, Transport, and 
Catabolism 
* 3993 62.1 
General Function Prediction Only * 28676 92.1 
Function Unknown * 12393 83.6 
Signal Transduction Mechanisms * 7733 76 
Intracellular Trafficking Secretion and Vesicular Transport * 1313 35 
Defense Mechanisms * 4383 64.3 
Cytoskeleton * 351 12.5 





Table 1.3 Phylum highly enriched (>85th percentile) or depleted (<15th percentile) in COG-FCs 






 COG-FC Table Key 
Actinobacteriota -- 4,6  Cytoskeleton 1 
Bacteroidota -- 11,18,22  RNA Processing and Modification 2 
Campylobacterota 4,6,10,15,19 8,12  Chromatin Structure and Dynamics 3 
Cyanobacteriota 19 12  Cell Motility 4 
Deinococcota -- 15  
Secondary Metabolites Biosynthesis, 
Transport, and Catabolism 
5 
Desulfobacterota 13 7  
Intracellular Trafficking, Secretion, and 
Vesicular Transport 
6 




 Carbohydrate Transport and Metabolism 8 
Firmicutes 9,12,21 --  Defense Mechanism 9 
Firmicutes A 9 5,7,16,20  Signal Transduction Mechanisms 10 
Firmicutes B 13,17,19 --  Amino Acid Transport and Metabolism 11 
Firmicutes C 19 --  Transcription 12 
Fusobacteriota -- 10,21  Energy Production and Conversion 13 
Marinisomatota -- 12,14  Replication, Recombination, and Repair 14 
Nitrospirota 6,10,17 8  Cell Wall/Membrane/Envelope Biogenesis 15 
Nitrospirota A 4,6,10,15 12,17,22,23  Inorganic Ion Transport and Metabolism 16 
Patescibacteria -- 7,11,16,19  
Cell Cycle Control, Cell Division, and 
Chromosome Partitioning 
17 
Proteobacteria -- --  Function Unknown 18 
Spirochaetota 4 5,16,19  Coenzyme Transport and Metabolism 19 
Synergistota 3,4,11,16 --  
Post-translational Modification, Protein 
Turnover, and Chaperone 
20 











Translation Ribosomal Structure and 
Biogenesis 
23 
Euryarchaeota 2,3,13,18,22 5,7,10,14,15    











Figure 1.1. Violin plots showing the distribution for the ratio of total COG-FC annotations in a 




Figure 1.2. PCA plots of COG-FC abundances (A) and relative abundances (B and C). 
Individual data points are colored by genome size in panels A and B. The data presented in panel 
A were not normalized by genome size, while the data in panels B and C were normalized by 
genome size. Black contours on panels B and C correspond to density plots for all genomes 
shown in panel B. Colored contours in panel C correspond to the respective lineage labels. For 
panel A, PC1 explained 71% and PC2 explained 7.0% of the variance. For panels B and C, PC1 
explained 21% and PC2 explained 16% of the variance. Panel C corresponds to only the top 10 




Figure 1.3. GAM regressions modeling COG-FC normalized abundance (standardized) as a 
function of genome size. Solid red lines correspond to mean fit. Upper and lower red dashed 




Figure 1.4. The average variance in COG-FC enrichment explained by different taxonomic 
ranks (bars) and the cumulative variance explained by taxonomic ranks (lines). All variance 
explained by taxonomic ranks was significant (p<0.001). The F-value for domain, phylum, class, 





Figure 1.5. Violin plots showing the distribution in log10-distance for lineages from their 
respective phyla mean COG-FC centroid (A) and average log10-distance to phyla mean COG-FC 
centroid as a function of number of lineages in a given phylum (B). Coefficients in panel B 
correspond to fit parameters from eq 1. The * symbols denote significance as defined in the text. 
We note three outliers: the Crenarhaeota are characterized by unusually high diversity of COG-
FCs distributions, and the Synergistota and Fibrobacterota are characterized by an unusually low 




Figure 1.6. A heat map showing the average COG-FC enrichment for all archaeal (A) and 
bacterial (B) genera. Categories were arranged from left to right along the x axis in order of 
decreasing total variance in enrichment across all lineages. Clades were organized along the y 
axis using phylogenetic relatedness based on the reported concatenated protein sequence 





Figure 1.7. Results from a variance component model. Lineage was used as a nested random 
effect (intercept) for all COG-FCs. The proportion of variance explained is partitioned by 
phylum (A), class (B), order (C), family (D), and genus (E). Box plots correspond to the 
variability in variance explained from the bootstrap analysis, red dashed lines correspond to 95% 
confidence intervals calculated from the bootstrap analysis, and red circles correspond to the 
variance explained by analysis of all data in Table 1.1. Note that the titles for COG-FCs are 




CHAPTER TWO  
THEORETICAL AND SIMULATION-BASED INVESTIGATION OF THE 
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SEQUENCING EFFORT, MICROBIAL 
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We applied simulation-based approaches to characterize how sequencing effort 
influences the properties of genomes identified in metagenomes assembled from short read 
sequences. An initial analysis evaluated the quantity, completion, and contamination of 
complete-genome equivalents, a bioinformatic-pipeline normalized metric for metagenome-
assembled genomes (MAGs), as a function of sequencing effort on four preexisting sequence 
read datasets taken from a maize soil, an estuarine sediment, the surface ocean, and the human 
gut. These datasets were variously subsampled to simulate the effect of sequencing effort on 
MAG retrieval. Modeling suggested that sequencing efforts beyond what is typical in published 
experiments (1 to 10 Gbp) would generate diminishing returns in terms of MAG binning. A 
second analysis explored the theoretical relationship between sequencing effort and the 
proportion of available metagenomic DNA sequenced during a sequencing experiment as a 
function of community richness, evenness, and genome size. Simulations from this analysis 
demonstrated that while community richness and evenness influenced the amount of sequencing 
required to sequence a community metagenome to exhaustion, the effort necessary to sequence 
an individual genome to a target fraction of exhaustion was only dependent on the relative 
abundance and genome size. The software tool, GRASE, was created to assist investigators 
further explore this relationship. Re-evaluation of the relationship between sequencing effort and 




provides a framework to design sequencing experiments based on the relative abundance of 
microbes in an environment rather than arbitrary levels of sequencing effort.  
Importance 
Short read sequencing with Illumina sequencing technology provides an accurate, high-
throughput method for characterizing the metabolic potential of microbial communities. Short 
read sequences can be assembled and binned into metagenome-assembled genomes, thus 
shedding light on the function of microbial ecosystems that are important for health, agriculture, 
and Earth system processes. The work presented here provides an analytical framework to select 
sequencing effort as a function of experimental goals in metagenome-assembled genomes 
creation projects. We hope that the results presented here, as well as GRASE will be valuable to 
researchers planning sequencing experiments. 
Introduction 
The reconstruction of high-accuracy short read sequences into metagenome-assembled 
genomes (MAGs) is a powerful approach to characterize microbial metabolisms within complex 
communities (64). The recent creation of ~8,000 MAGs from largely uncultured organisms 
across the tree of life (29), the spatial characterization of microbial metabolisms and ecology 
across Earth’s oceans (65), and the characterization of the potential impact that fermentation-
based microbial metabolisms have on biogeochemical cycling in subsurface sediment 
environments (17) provide a few examples of how MAGs have helped to elucidate the 




Sampling environmental microbial DNA involves selecting a target environment, 
sequencing effort, bioinformatic pipeline software and parameters, metabolism characterization 
software (i.e., for gene identification and similarity searches) and databases (Figure 2.1). At 
present, there is little information to guide how much sequencing is appropriate to achieve 
scientific goals in such experiments (20)⁠. This gap in knowledge is partly attributed to the 
unknown structure of target microbial communities. A further challenge is that the accuracy and 
efficiency of bioinformatic pipelines are often difficult to characterize, and thus obscure the 
relationship between sequencing effort and MAG retrieval. Recent estimates compiled by (20) 
suggest that typical metagenomic shotgun sequencing experiments usually sequence between 1 
Gbp and 10 Gbp. Researchers require more precise guidance to select an appropriate shotgun 
sequencing effort in order to maximize information and minimize cost for their specific 
experimental question.  
Illumina sequencing technology is currently the most popular platform to generate 
metagenomic shotgun sequences (20)⁠. Previous investigators established theoretical relationships 
between contig formation rate (66) and single genome coverage (67) as a function of short read 
sequencing effort. On the community level, heuristic approaches have been proposed for 
evaluating community-level coverage to increases in sequencing effort. For example, it has been 
proposed to utilize short read redundancies as a function of sequencing effort to estimate 
community level coverage (68). Without a priori knowledge of the microbial community 
structure, practical application of these methods to estimate MAG retrieval as a function of 




Here we present two distinct analyses which constrain the relationship between the 
quantity of Illumina metagenomic shotgun sequences and the community-level sequence 
coverage. First, we applied a theoretical model and numerical simulations to estimate the 
minimum sequencing effort needed to sequence a metagenome to a target fraction of exhaustion. 
Our theoretical model is unique compared to previous models (66, 67) in that we characterize 
sequencing effort in the context of community structure and consider all sequenceable 
combinations of k-mers in a metagenome.  Second, we performed in silico experiments to 
simulate the effect of sequencing effort on retrieved MAGs for Illumina sequence datasets. 
Coupling results from the two analyses provides a framework for investigators to define 
sequencing experiments in the context of selecting a rarity and fraction of exhaustion for a 
desired target genome when sequencing a community. The patterns presented here can be used to 
guide sequencing effort decisions in future sequencing projects when MAG reconstruction is a 
primary goal. 
Results 
Theoretical and Numerical Sequencing Effort Simulations  
Using equation 2.6, we calculated the number of sequence reads required to sequence 
four hypothetical microbial communities to exhaustion: a perfectly even, moderately uneven, 
highly uneven, and a lognormally-distributed structured community (Figure 2.2A-D). Here, we 
define sequencing a community to exhaustion as sequencing all possible combinations of DNA 
k-mers within a genome. Note that, to simplify the model, this model treats identical k-mers (i.e., 
same DNA sequence) at different locations in the genome as mathematically different k-mers. 




linear after log-transforming both expected sequences and metagenome size (unit of unique k-
mers), suggesting a power-law relationship between metagenome size and the number of 
sequence reads required to sequence the metagenome to exhaustion (Figure 2.2E). For all 
community structures, the slope of the relationship between log-transformed sequencing effort 
(sequenced reads) and metagenome size (unique k-mers) was within 1% of 1.06. The structure of 
the population strongly influenced the number of reads required such that more-even community 
structures required far fewer reads than less-even structures.  
A limitation from using equation 2.6 for modeling sequencing effort is that it only 
estimates the sequencing effort for sequencing a metagenome to exhaustion. We 
circumnavigated this limitation by applying a numerical simulation to estimate the sequencing 
effort necessary to sequence a metagenome to a fraction of exhaustion for the same community 
structures analyzed earlier. The numerical simulation was validated by comparing the sequencing 
effort predicted from the numerical simulation and those from equation 2.6 when sequencing a 
metagenome to exhaustion (Figure 2.3). Again, the relationship between metagenome size and 
sequencing effort fit well to a power law. This observation was independent of the selected target 
fraction of exhaustion. Nonetheless, an increase in target fraction of exhaustion resulted in 
uniform increases in sequencing effort (log units) when the community structure was fixed; 
however, the rate of this increase varied with community structure evenness.  
We were interested in quantitatively relating community evenness to sequencing effort. 
These communities ranged from perfectly even (a=0, equation 2.8) to more uneven (a=0.02, 
Figure 2.4A). Evenness was quantified using the Pielou evenness index, which expresses 




effort required to characterize genomes depended strongly on both the evenness and the target 
fraction of exhaustion (Figure 2.4B). Again, less-even communities required more sequence 
reads than more-even communities. The strength of this relationship also depended on the target 
fraction of completion. A community with Pielou evenness of 0.97 required 3 orders of 
magnitude more sequencing effort to sequence a metagenome to a target fraction of exhaustion 
than a perfectly even community while the same community only required about 42% more 
reads to sequence 50% of the metagenome.   
The inherent limitation to the theoretical and numerical constraints presented above is 
that community structure is not known a priori. Nonetheless, a simple line of rationalization can 
be applied to circumnavigate this issue for practical applications of our model. Equation 2.6 
constrains expected sequencing effort based on the proportion of the population under 
consideration. That is, we can limit the model to only consider DNA k-mers associated with a set 
of genomes that represent a certain fraction of the community. Here we limit the population to 
such that our model predicts the expected sequencing effort of the rarest genome that we wish to 
sequence. Inherently, any member more abundant than the selected rarest, will also be sequenced 
to the minimum coverage and depth of the selected rarest. To determine the rareness of a given 
genome within a metagenome, the total number of unique k-mers within a genome (equation 2.2) 
is scaled by the true abundance of the microbe and divided by the size of the metagenome 
(equation 2.7). Thus, the proper application of this rationale requires a desired target fraction of 
exhaustion, an assumed genome size, and the relative abundance of the rarest genome to 
sequence. Numerical simulations, like those described earlier, were performed to determine the 




that these simulations analyzed the sequencing effort necessary to sequence a genome of a 
certain rareness to a target fraction of exhaustion, whereas the simulations above analyze the 
effort necessary to sequence the entire community. A GAM model was built from simulation 
outputs to extrapolate sequencing effort required for relative abundances of less than 1% as 
simulations with lower abundances became computationally too intensive (GAM; Figure 2.5). 
The GAM shows expected sequencing effort required for microbial genome sizes 0.5, 2, 5, 10, 
and 20 Mbp, target genome completeness fractions from 0.5 to 1.0, and genome relative 
abundances from 1 to 0.0001. The smooth dimensions for target fraction, genome size, and 
fraction of the metagenome community were 50, 6, and 29, respectively. To normalize for 
different sequence read length, sequence reads were converted to bases and ranged from 1×107 to 
1×1015 total bases.  More bases were required to sequence microorganisms 1) when the genome 
was relatively rarer in the community, 2) to achieve better coverage of the genome, and 3) when 
average genome sizes were larger.  
Rarefying MAG Binning as a function of sequencing effort 
We rarefied four sequence read datasets to nine different fractions of the complete 
sequence datasets in triplicate, respectively. The rarefied datasets were then assembled and 
binned for a total of 108 analyzed metagenomes. The sum of medium- and high-quality MAGs 
as a function of high-quality bases empirically fit the Gompertz equation (equation 2.12; Figure 
2.6B; parameters in Table 1.1). The sum of medium- and high-quality MAGs (henceforth 
referred to as quality MAGs for brevity) reduces sensitivity to whether bioinformatic pipelines 
tend to lump contigs into fewer, more-complete MAGs versus split them into more, less-




(n=108) which required assembly and an unsupervised binning algorithm. The large number of 
metagenomes made manual bin curation impractical during rarefication simulations.  
For each environment, the quality MAGs as a function of simulated sequencing effort 
followed a sigmoidal relationship. In order to make the parameters of the fit intuitive to interpret, 
we fit the data to the Gompertz equation as rewritten by (70) (equation 2.12). Here, A, µ, and λ 
correspond to the maximum quality MAGs assembled with the pipeline, the maximum rate 
which the quality MAGs form with more sequencing, and the “lag bases,” or the bases which 
must be sequenced prior to a sufficient number of sequence reads existing to generate overlap 
and form contigs (66). The predicted maximum quality MAGs varied from ~9.6 in the estuary 
sediment community to ~19 in the maize soil community. The predicted maximum rate that the 
quality MAGs increased varied from ~0.9 to ~3.8 MAGs Gbp-1. Lastly, the minimum threshold 
of sequencing necessary prior to seeing quality MAGs varied from ~0.6 to ~6.1 Gbp. The Tara 
Oceans dataset, where the quality decreased at sequencing effort >20 Gbp, was an exception. For 
the estuary, maize, and human gut datasets, the quality MAGs yield began to asymptote with 
increasing sequencing efforts. The Tara Oceans dataset followed a similar pattern at <25 Gbp. 
However, when the number of sequenced bases was >25Gbp, the quality MAGs decreased and 
became insensitive to sequencing effort. 
Constraining MAG Rarefaction Analyses to Community Structure 
Using the relationship shown in Figure 2.5, we can convert sequencing effort to an 
abundance (rareness) cutoff if we assume a genome size. Genome sizes for genomes in RefSeq 
v92 (23) have 25th, 50th, and 75th quantiles of 2.73 Mbp, 4.30 Mbp, and 5.14 Mbp, respectively, 




MAGs retrieved for a genome of a given level of abundance that is sequenced to a target fraction 
of completeness for the human gut, maize soil, estuarine sediment, and the surface ocean 
microbiomes analyzed earlier. Correlation coefficients for the regressions used to relate log-
transformed sequencing effort (base pairs) to genome relative abundance were R=1 for all three 
genome sizes evaluated (1 Mbp, 5 Mbp, and 20 Mbp). Evaluation of 1 Mbp and 20 Mbp define 
the range of uncertainty in predicting quality MAGs as the true size of genomes is unknown. 
Unlike the asymptotic response of quality MAGs to sequencing effort (Figure 2.6B-E), quality 
MAGs increase exponentially as the abundance cutoff decreases (note that the abundance cutoff 
is on a log-scale). The target genome completeness fraction was held at a constant of 0.5 for all 
regressions and the sensitivity of quality MAGs will change with respect to the genome 
abundance cutoff with different values of target genome completeness fraction. 
Discussion 
We sought to establish evidence-based guidelines for selecting a sequencing effort during 
shotgun metagenomic sequencing experiments. The model proposed here (equation 2.6) 
addresses this goal. Our model establishes an intrinsic relationship between a community 
structure and the sequencing effort necessary to sequence members of different rareness, or 
relative abundance in a community (equation 2.1; Figure 2.8). It is important to emphasize that 
the proposed model treats individual k-mers within a genome as members of the total population 
of DNA in an environment (equation 2.4; Figure 2.8). Thus, the relative abundance of any given 
k-mer in a population is equal to the abundance of the host genome divided by the total number 
of k-mers in the entire metagenome (equation 2.7). Summing the probabilities of sequencing all 




abundance of the genome within the population of genomes. The theoretical model utilizes these 
individual probabilities of sampling k-mers to determine how much sequencing effort is required 
to sequence all possible k-mers in a community (Figure 2.2-2.3) and for a member of some 
rareness in a community (Figure 2.5). Practical sequencing challenges associated with strain-
level microdiversity, extracellular DNA, and sequencer contamination are not problematic for 
the proposed model. However, these issues can still lead to problems during assembly. In 
particular, abundant lineages with a large amount of strain-level microdiversity can inhibit 
assembly. Strains could be treated as independent taxonomic units and ultimately, sequencing 
effort should be selected based on a target rareness of DNA being sequenced in the sequencer. 
Proper measures such as removing extracellular DNA (e.g., 55) and properly removing 
contamination DNA are essential to avoid skewing the sequenced DNA population. Lastly, in 
practice, homologous DNA regions across genomes (e.g., shared genes) will be sequenced faster 
than unique regions. For simplicity of our model, we cannot predict the degree of homologous 
DNA and simply treat unique loci at DNA as a unique k-mer. Nonetheless, if this information is 
known a priori, the proposed model can account for homologous DNA. Equation 2.6 calculates 
sequencing effort for individual k-mer regions based on their relative abundance (pj) in 
respective to all k-mers in the metagenome. In the case of homologous DNA, the relative 
abundances (associated with individual genomes) would be summed together. 
The theoretical probability model (equation 2.6) demonstrated that the sequencing effort 
to sequence a metagenome to exhaustion was predictable, regardless of community structure 
(Figure 2.2). Furthermore, our characterization of community complexity demonstrates that less 




limitation to equation 2.6 is that it only predicts sequencing effort to sequence a metagenome to 
completion. In practice, assemblers do not require every unique k-mer to generate an accurate 
contig. As long as sufficient overlap exists between sequenced k-mers, assemblers can generate 
contigs. We therefore used a numerical simulation to predict the sequencing effort necessary to 
sequence an individual metagenome to a target fraction of exhaustion. The numerical simulation 
agreed with the theoretical model when predicting the sequencing effort to sequence a 
metagenome to exhaustion (Figure 2.3). A last analysis explored the semi-quantitative 
relationship between community evenness and richness and the necessary sequencing effort to 
achieve a target fraction of exhaustion for a metagenome (Figure 2.4). 
In practice, information about a target community structure may not be available for 
estimating sequencing effort. The GAM built here predicts the minimum number of sequences 
necessary to sequence a given fraction of a target genome as a function of average genome size 
and the relative abundance of the target genome in the community (Figure 2.5). Even without 
knowledge of a target community’s structure, the GAM provides a useful constraint for 
designing whole-genome shotgun metagenomic sequencing experiments. The size of prokaryotic 
genomes is fairly constrained, with 50% of the genomes in RefSeq v92 spanning from 2.74 Mbp 
to 5.15 Mbp (23). The limited range in genome size allows for reasonable assumptions about 
genomes size for prokaryotes.  
We wanted to relate our model to actual sequencing experiments. As such, the 
subsampling analysis on existing short read datasets (individually sampled, assembled, and 
binned) simulated the effect of creating MAGs from datasets of different sizes and environments. 




and the types of target environments that bacterial and archaeal ecologists often investigate (72). 
We want to emphasize that the datasets analyzed here do not necessarily reflect all the variability 
in characteristics of their parent communities (i.e., these do not reflect global/temporal variations 
of these environments). Furthermore, a wide variety of software packages are available for all 
steps of MAG creation pipelines, and the quantity/quality of MAGs will depend on software 
selection, software configuration, and sequenced environment (Figure 2.1) (20). It is best-
practice to manually curate algorithmically-created MAG bins (73). Due to the large number of 
metagenomes which were assembled in this work (n=108), manual curation was an impractical 
approach. As with most sequencing experiments, viral/eukarotyic DNA are likely included 
during assembly and binning. Thus, we do not argue that the pipeline used here is objectively 
optimal for generating high-quality (high completeness and low contamination) MAGs. Rather, 
our pipeline was configured to minimize contamination (MAGs with <10%) associated with 
retrieved MAGs at the expense of reduced completeness. For this reason, we reported the 
number of quality MAGs (medium and high-quality MAGs) rather than the actual number of 
MAGs. Reporting quality MAGs reduces bias associated with the generalized approach used 
with the binning software. As such, we interpret the datasets analyzed here as reflecting general 
community properties (richness, abundances, and phylogeny) which are generally known to be 
different from one another (17, 74–76). 
All communities demonstrated similar responses to rarefaction. All subsampled depths 
were performed in triplicate to account for possible variation in assembly and binning. As 
sequencing effort increased, there was an initial lag in quality MAGs followed by a rapid 




investigators modeled the response of 16S RNA gene (77–79), Hill’s number diversity (80), 
taxon-resolved abundance (81), and gene abundance (81) as a function of sequencing effort with 
rarefaction curves, or collector’s curves. The quality MAGs as a function of sequencing effort 
did not match a traditional collector’s curve, which lacks an initial lag. Rather, the data appear 
sigmoidal. We modeled the data using the Gompertz function (equation 2.12), because its 
parameters can be interpreted in terms of quantities that are familiar from microbial growth 
curves (lag time, growth rate, and maximum density) (70). The fits to the Gompertz function 
illustrate that there is an optimal sequencing effort for MAG creation efforts corresponding to the 
upper shoulder of the Gompertz curve (“late log phase”). When sequencing effort is too close to 
λ, MAGs bin poorly, and when sequencing effort is too great, the number and quality of MAGs 
per unit sequencing effort (and therefore cost) is low. We speculate that our choice of pipeline, 
and specifically the fact that we discarded contigs <3kb, caused poor performance at higher 
sequencing effort for the Tara Oceans dataset. Species-level microdiversity and interspecies 
homologous DNA can cause “bubbles” which impair assembly in larger data sets (82, 83). 
Improved assembly would likely have yielded more quality MAGs for our assembly of the 
largest subsets of the Tara Oceans data.  
Metagenomic shotgun sequencing experimental designs should be rationally designed 
such that sequencing effort is selected to capture a desired fraction of a target microbial genome. 
Investigators should be cognizant of the rarest microbial genome desired to be characterized as 
well as the degree of characterization of that microbial metagenome when designing a 
sequencing experiment. To that end, we have built a tool, Genome Relative Abundance to 




fraction of a genome as a function of the relative abundance of the corresponding microorganism 
in the community and average genome size. This R-based GUI app can be accessed online at 
http://adsteen.shinyapps.io/grase and is archived at http://github.com/adsteen/GRASE, from 
which it can be downloaded and run locally. 
When the sequence read datasets analyzed here (Table 2.2; Figure 2.6) are re-evaluated in 
the context of the relative abundance of a microbial metagenome (gMG) sequenced to a target 
fraction of exhaustion (0.5), quality MAGs increase appreciably in response to minor increases 
in deeper characterization of the community metagenome (Figure 2.7). This observation 
contrasts the quality MAGs response to sequencing effort (in base pairs), where substantial 
increases in sequencing effort (by contemporary standards) leads to diminishing returns in 
quality MAGs. It is important to note that abundance cutoff and sequencing effort are 
interchangeable; however, quality MAGs response to changes in the respective predictor (i.e., 
base pairs versus abundance cutoff) alters the optics of the collector’s curve. Modest increases in 
sequencing effort contribute minor amounts to extending abundance cutoff. A substantial amount 
of genomic and metabolic data can be gained from targeting rarer microbes (metagenomic 
abundances <0.005), with the caveat that whole-genome shotgun sequencing technology (as well 
as computational power) requires significant increases in either the number or length of reads 
generated per run. 
Materials and Methods 
Defining the Microbial Metagenome and Sequencing Probability 
Here we draw on set theory to provide a theoretical grounding for our in silico 




individual microbe’s genome can be modeled with probability theory by defining a community 
metagenome with set theory. Figure 2.8A-E provides a cartoon illustrating the application of this 
set theory on a hypothetical microbial population, G. G contains unique genomes (g) with finite 
abundances (n). The definition of microbial species is somewhat contentious (84). Here we 
define g as a genome which is unique in length and composition for all loci when compared to all 
other genomes in a community. As such, the species richness (s; unique g) of G will vary on how 
it is defined and should be consistent with the objectives of the investigator. In the example 
community (Figure 2.8A-E), s=6 and the total n=13. Thus, G is represented as (Figure 2.8A):  
𝐺 = {𝑛1𝑔1, 𝑛2𝑔2 … 𝑛𝑠𝑔𝑠|𝑛 ∈ 𝑁}                        (2.1 
where s is the species richness. When characterizing G via shotgun metagenomics, the ith 
genome, gi, can be sequenced at K unique sections given a characteristic read length, k, and 
average genome size, l, in number of base pairs (Figure 2.8B). Thus, the number of possible k-
mers, K, associated with the ith genome, gi, within G is equal to: 
𝐾𝑔𝑖 = 𝑙(𝑔𝑖) − 𝑘 + 1                           (2.2 
Note that equation 2.2 considers homologous DNA as unique k-mers. This is for model 
simplification. From equation 2.2, the metagenome, gMG, for gi is defined as the set of all k-mers 
(Figure 2.8C) or: 
𝑔𝑀𝐺,𝑖 = {𝑔𝑖,1,1+𝑘, 𝑔𝑖,2,2+𝑘 … , 𝑔𝑖,𝐾𝑔𝑖,𝐾𝑔𝑖+𝑘}                                   (2.3  
where the subscripts for gi represent a given k-sized read spanning from an arbitrary starting base 
pair to the arbitrary starting base pair plus k. By substituting gMG,i into all g for equation 2.1 
(Figure 2.8D), the metagenome for a microbial community, GMG, is derived to be:   




while the population of k-mers in the metagenome, GMG (Figure 2.8E), is represented as: 
𝐾𝑀𝐺 = {𝑔𝑀𝐺,1, 𝑔𝑀𝐺,2 … 𝑔𝑀𝐺,𝑠}                        (2.5 
From equation 2.5, one can determine the cardinality, or the total number, of k-mers 
associated with GMG (expressed as |𝐾𝑀𝐺|). To an effect, |𝐾𝑀𝐺| is analogous with “metagenomic 
richness” of an environment. When attempting to fully sequence GMG using shotgun 
metagenomics, we assume that sampling events (sequence reads) are independent and are 
sampled with replacement (85).  
The probability of sequencing all elements in GMG reduces to a coupon collectors 
problem (86) by making the above assumptions. Using the general functional form for 
calculating expected samples for sampling all unique elements in a set (equation 13b in (86)), 
one can predict the number of sequences necessary to sequence all elements in KMG, such that the 
expected number of sequences, 𝐸(𝐺𝑀𝐺), is: 
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where j is a given element within KMG, t is the number of sampling events, and pj is equal to the 





                              (2.7 
where ni is the respective abundance for the species whose MAG contains the j
th k-sized read 
within KMG, and |𝐺𝑀𝐺| is the cardinality of GMG, or the total number of k-sized reads in the 
metagenome, GMG.  
Modeling Expected Sequences  




The influence of increasing species richness (i.e., s in equation 2.1) on the expected number of 
sequences was tested for four hypothetical communities. The first community had an even 
structure such that all k-mers were equally distributed across all KMG. In the second community, 
90% of the k-mers were equally distributed in 50% of KMG, and the remaining 10% of the k-mers 
were distributed equally across the remaining 50% of KMG. This community represented a 
community with relatively moderate species evenness. In the third community, 90% of the k-
mers were equally distributed across 10% of KMG, and the remaining 10% of the k-mers were 
distributed equally across the remaining 90% of KMG. This community represented a community 
with relatively low species evenness. The last community had 10 equally-sized groups. The 
abundance of the k-mers in each group was based on the function form of a lognormal 
community (87) which has been observed in microbial populations (e.g., (80, 88)), such that:  
𝑆(𝑅) = 𝑆0𝑒
−𝑎2𝑅2                          (2.8 
where S0 was treated as the maximum relative of abundance (S0 = 1), a was the inverse width of 
the distribution, R was treated as the positive octave range spanning 0 to 9, and S(R) represented 
the abundance for a given group. For the lognormal abundance distribution in Figure 2.2D, a was 
set to a value of 0.2. Each hypothetical community started with |𝐾𝑀𝐺| = 1 × 10
6. |𝐾𝑀𝐺| 
incrementally increased at 10 equally-spaced, linear steps to a maximum of |𝐾𝑀𝐺| = 1 × 10
8. As 
|𝐾𝑀𝐺| increased, all community structures remained constant. Graphical representation of rank 
abundance in Figure 2.2A-D was normalized by a given |𝐾𝑀𝐺| to reflect that populations 
retained the same structure even as population size varied. We defined a normalized rank 








where r and s are untransformed rank abundance and richness, respectively. For each community, 
at each step, the expected number of sequences was calculated using equation 2.6. The expected 
number of sequences as a function of |𝐾𝑀𝐺| were modeled with linear regressions. 
Equation 2.6 gives the expected number of sequences required to sequence any sized 
community to exhaustion. Numerical sequencing simulations were performed to determine the 
number of sequences necessary to sequence a subset of all k-mers (KMG). These numerical 
sequencing simulations were applied to four hypothetical community structures described above. 
Numerical simulations were performed such that |𝐾𝑀𝐺| = 3 × 10
7, 4 × 107, 5 × 107, 7 ×
107, 9 × 107, and  1 × 108. During each of these simulations, the parameters read length (k) and 
average genome size (l) were set to 100 and  1 × 106, respectively, for all g. Random elements 
from KMG were selected with replacement to simulate sequencing events. Numerical simulations 
were performed until the percentage of |𝐾𝑀𝐺| sequenced was 50%, 70%, 90%, 95%, 99%, or 
100%. A weight distribution was applied to elements in a given KMG.  The weight distribution 
biased sequencing to reflect the relative abundances of the four hypothetical communities 
described above. The percentage of |𝐾𝑀𝐺| sequenced was evaluated every 1 × 10
7 sequences. 
Numerical simulations were performed in triplicate for all |𝐾𝑀𝐺| and all target fractions of |𝐾𝑀𝐺|. 
We explored the influence of community evenness on required sequencing effort by 
performing sequencing simulations on 6 different lognormally-distributed communities. The 
numerical sequencing simulations followed the simulations described above. The 6 lognormal 
communities were modeled such that each community had S0 =1, R=10, and |𝐾𝑀𝐺| = 1 × 10
7. 
Values of a for the 6 lognormal distributions were a=0, a=0.005, a=0.008, a=0.01, a=0.015, and 




Shannon diversity index (89) for an observed community to an even community of equal 
richness. Shannon diversity was calculated in the context of a metagenomes such that: 
𝐻𝑀𝐺 = ∑ −𝑝𝑗𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑝𝑗)𝑗∈𝐾𝑀𝐺                        (2.10 
where pj is the proportion that the j
th k-sized read represents among all k-mersin the metagenome. 





                         (2.11 
where J was the Pielou evenness index, 𝐻𝑀𝐺
′ was the metagenome Shannon diversity index, and 
𝐻𝑀𝐺,𝑚𝑎𝑥 represented the metagenome Shannon diversity index when all pj were equal (a=0).  
Lastly, numerical simulations were performed to determine the sequencing effort 
necessary to achieve a target fraction for an individual metagenome (gMG). Target fractions 
increased from 0.5 to 1 at 100 linearly-spaced intervals. The fraction of the metagenome 
community (GMG) that gMG represented varied from 1% to 100% in 30 lognormally-spaced 
intervals. The target genome sizes varied such that l=0.5×106, l=1×106, l=2×106, l=3×106, 
l=5×106, l=10×106, l=15×106, and l=20×106. The sequencing effort for a given combination of 
target fraction, genome size, and fraction of the metagenome community was modeled using the 
GAM function (mgcv R package; (59)). 
Sequence Data Sources 
All sequence data were downloaded from NCBI's Sequence Read Archive (SRA) using 
the SRA Toolkit (fastq-dump –split-files) (90). Exact duplicate reads for both forward and 
reverse reads were removed using PRINSEQ (-derep 1; v0.20.4) (91). All sequencing datasets 
were limited to Illumina shotgun metagenomic paired-end reads. Four datasets were analyzed for 




Caribbean Sea as a part of the Tara Oceans expedition (74). The second dataset was from 
sediment from a depth of 8-10 cm below the surface (sulfate-rich zone) and collected at the 
White Oak River Estuary, Station H, North Carolina, USA (17). The third dataset was collected 
from maize soil (75). The last dataset was collected from human fecal samples and represented a 
human gut microbiome (76). 
All datasets analyzed in this study are summarized in Table 2.1. 
MAG Assembly Pipeline 
The pipeline developed here followed similar pipelines described by other authors (65, 
92). All sequence datasets were analyzed as follows. Trimmomatic (v0.36) (93) removed 
adapters and trimmed low-quality bases from individual reads. Read leading and trailing quality 
scores were required to be >3. The sliding window was set to 4 base pairs and filtered base pair 
windows with a mean score <15. Quality controlled reads were assembled into contigs using 
MEGAHIT (v1.1.2; --presets meta-large)  (94). Due to computational limitations, assembled 
contigs <3000 bp long were excluded from the analysis. Redundant contigs were removed using 
CD-HIT (v4.6.8; cd-hi-est -c 0.99 -n 10) (95).  The quality-controlled reads (i.e., after using 
Trimmomatic) were mapped to the remaining contigs using Bowtie 2 (v2.3.3) (96) to generate a 
coverage score for individual contigs. Resultant contigs were iteratively clustered into MAGs 
using the unsupervised, clustering algorithm Binsanity (v0.2.6) (92). Similar to (65), six initial 
clustering iterations were performed with the parameter, preference (-p), set to -10 (iteration 1), -
5 (iteration 2), -3 (iteration 3-6). Between iterations, a refinement step (Binsanity-refine) was 
performed on the putative MAGs with constant preference (-p) of -25. The refined putative 




(97), which uses HMMER (v3.1) and Prodigal (v2.6.3) (56). For this work, we used the 
recommended lineage-specific marker sets. The lineage-specific workflow defines marker genes 
as those appearing in >97% of a single lineage. Contigs associated with putative MAGs meeting 
one of the following criteria: 1) had a completeness > 90% and contamination < 10%, 2) had a 
completeness > 80% and contamination < 5%, or 3) had a completeness > 50% and 
contamination < 5% were treated as algorithmically-optimized MAGS. All other MAGs were 
considered low-quality MAGs. MAGs defined as high-quality were not modified any further. 
Contigs associated with the high-quality MAGs were not used in the subsequent reclustering and 
refinement steps. The contigs associated with low-quality MAGs were pooled together and 
reclustered during the next iteration of Binsanity clustering. After the sixth iteration, the 
remaining MAGs which did not fall into one of the three categories underwent additional 
refinement using Binsanity-refine. During this step, MAGs were iteratively refined with 
preference set to -10 (iteration 1), -3 (iteration 2), and -1 (iteration 3). Between each refinement 
step, metrics of contamination and completeness were evaluated using CheckM. Again, MAGs 
meeting the criteria of a high-quality category described above were not further modified. The 
respective contigs associated with putative MAGs were not used in proceeding refinement steps. 
After the last iteration of refinement, all MAGs were reevaluated for completeness, 
contamination, and a taxonomic rank using CheckM. 
Subsampling Sequence Read Datasets 
The effect of decreased sequencing effort was simulated by subsampling the initial 
sequence read datasets described above. Downloaded sequence read datasets were randomly 




was resampled, assembled, and binned in triplicate. Each triplicate assembly was binned 
independently using the MAG assembly pipeline described above.  
Modeling MAG Response to Sequencing effort 
Medium-quality and high-quality MAGs were defined based on completeness and 
contamination from CheckM (97). Medium quality MAGs were defined as MAGs with >50% 
completeness and < 10% contamination. High quality MAGs were defined as MAGs with >90% 
completeness and <5% contamination (73). The sum of medium and high quality MAGs as a 
function of sequencing effort was modeled for environmental sequence datasets using the 
Gompertz equation, as reformulated by (70) for use with microbial growth curves:  





                            (2.12 
where A, µ, and λ are fit coefficients and b is high-quality bases (Gbp). MAG yield could be 
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where 𝑔𝑒𝑞,𝑚𝑎𝑥nMQ is the total medium quality MAGs derived from the subsampling experiment, 
nHQ is the total high-quality MAGs derived from the subsampling experiment, and A is from 
equation 2.12. 
Relating MAG Response to the Theoretical Sequencing Model 
Sequencing effort (in base pairs) used for predicting quality MAGs for the sequence read 
datasets maize soil, an estuarine sediment, the surface ocean, and the human gut, were related to 
a genome relative abundance utilizing the GAM presented in the previous section. This was 
accomplished by setting a constant genome size and target fraction (0.5) and performing a linear 




transformed base pairs. The linear regression was performed with genome sizes of 1 Mbp, 5 
Mbp, and 20 Mbp. Qaulity MAGs were predicted as a function of genome relative abundance 











Table 2.1. Estimates of fit coefficients for the Gompertz equation (equation 2.12) for the sum of 
high-quality and medium-quality MAGs as a function of sequencing depth in 
published data sets from ocean surface water, estuarine sediment, maize soil, and the 
human gut*. 
Environment A (±SE) µ (±SE) λ (±SE) Yield 
Ocean Surface Water 97.67 (4.15) 5.84 (0.31) 1.16 (0.33) 0.88 
Estuary Sediment 26.25 (2.11) 1.63 (0.06) 3.70 (0.24) 0.86 
Maize Soil 43.65 (1.98) 1.43 (0.07) 6.13 (0.60) 0.70 
Human Gut 17.49 (1.02) 5.01 (0.46) 0.67 (0.14) 0.90 
*p-values for all coefficients were <<0.05 except for gut and ocean surface water values. Yield is 
defined in equation 2.13 as the number of medium- and high-quality MAGs relative to the 













General Notes Citation 
Ocean Surface Water ERR599029 
Illumina 
HiSeq 2000 




Estuary Sediment SRR5248164 
Illumina 
HiSeq 2000 




Maize Soil SRR351473 
Illumina 
HiSeq 2000 
4.727 × 108 3.824 × 1010 Surface Soil (75) 
Human Gut SRR5127631 
Illumina 
HiSeq 2000 
5.095 × 107 4.847 × 109 -- (76) 










Figure. 2.2. Sequencing effort, with units of log of sequence reads, required to fully sequence 
four different community structures, one with relatively high community evenness (A), relatively 
moderate community evenness (B), relatively low community evenness (C), and one with a 
lognormal community structure (D), were predicted using linear regressions (E) and the log of 





Figure 2.3. Sequencing effort, with units of log sequence reads, necessary to reach variable 
target sequencing depths (colors) for four different community structures, one with relatively 
high community evenness (A), relatively moderate community evenness (B), relatively low 
community evenness (C), and one with a lognormal community structure (D). Red translucent 




Figure 2.4. Numerical sequencing simulations applied to 6 hypothetical communities with 
different lognormal distributions that were defined by the parameter, a, from equation 2.7 (A). 
The sequencing effort, with units of log of sequence reads, necessary to sequence a target 
fraction of exhaustion (dashed contours) as a function of the Pielou evenness index, J, for a given 





Figure 2.5. Numerical sequencing simulations show the number of bases (color bar) required to 
sequence a target fraction of a genome as a function of that genome’s relative abundance in the 
community metagenome. Genomes evaluated were 0.5×106 (A), 2×106 (B), 5×106 (C), 10×106 





Figure 2.6. The influence that the parameters A, µ, and λ had on the Gompertz equation (A). The 
property of the Gompertz equation that each parameter influences is colored red. The sum of 
medium quality and high quality (quality MAGs) as a function of sequencing effort for the gut 
(B), soil (C), surface ocean (D), and sediment (E) communities. Solid lines in (B-E) correspond 





Figure 2.7. Quality MAGs (medium- and high-quality) as a function of rarest genome sequenced 
to 50% exhaustion for human gut, maize soil, estuarian sediment, and surface ocean sequence 
datasets. Sequencing effort was converted to genome relative abundance sequenced to target 
fraction using the GAM presented in Figure 2.5. The translucent shaded areas correspond to 
uncertainty from the target genome size (1 Mbp, or the lower-bound, to 20 Mbp, or the upper-





Figure 2.8. A cartoon illustrating an example microbial community (G), the metagenomes for 
genomes (gMG,i) (as defined in equation 2.2) within G, and the overall metagenome for the given 
microbial community (GMG). In this example, there are 6 genomes (s=6) and a total of 13 
individual microbes. (A) Black circles represent individual microbes whose genomes are 
averaged together, g. The average genome, g, are indicated by different color inner-circles. (B) 
Individual average genomes can be sequenced at K unique positions depending on the 
characteristic read length, k, of a sequencer. (C) All unique positions that can be sequenced for a 
given genome, g, defines the metagenome, gMG, for the i
th genome, gi. (D) Replacing all 
individual genomes in (A) with metagenomes, gMG, gives the metagenome of the microbial 
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This chapter is published as a preprint at Bioxriv by Taylor M. Royalty and Andrew D. Steen. 
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https://doi.org/10.1101/2020.04.22.054593 (98). 
Abstract 
Although functional redundancy has received increased attention in the microbial ecology 
literature, no quantitative functional redundancy measurement is currently available that 
compares multiple communities and integrates ‘omics data rather than phenotypic traits. Here, 
we propose an approach for quantifying functional redundancy that uses ‘omics data. This 
approach, termed trait contribution evenness (TCE), is based on traditional measures of 
community diversity. We measure functional redundancy of a trait within a community as the 
evenness in relative contribution of that trait among taxa within the community. This definition 
has several appealing properties, including (i) TCE is an extension of established diversity 
theory; (ii) functional redundancy measurements from communities with different richness and 
relative trait contribution by taxa are easily comparable; (iii) data for a quantifiable trait (e.g., 
genes copies, protein abundance, transcript copies, respiration rates, etc.) are suitable for 
analysis. Resilience of a trait to taxa extinctions is often viewed as an ecological consequence of 
traits with high functional redundancy. We demonstrate that TCE functional redundancy is 
closely and monotonically related to the resilience of a trait to extinctions of trait-bearing taxa. 
Finally, to illustrate the applicability of TCE, we analyzed the functional redundancy of eight 
nitrogen-transforming pathways using 2,631 metagenome-assembled genomes from 47 TARA 
Oceans sites. We found that the NH4
+ assimilation pathway was the most functionally redundant 




functional redundancy addresses shortfalls of other functional redundancy measurements by 
providing a generalizable, quantitative, and comparable functional redundancy measurement. 
Importance 
There is a necessity to integrate traditional ecological theory when quantifying 
community functional redundancy in microbiological studies using ‘omics data. Such an 
approach should allow for comparisons in functional redundancy between different samples, 
sites, and studies. Here, we propose measuring functional redundancy based on an expansion of 
already existing diversity theory. This approach measures how evenly different members in a 
community contribute to the overall level of a trait within a community. The approach will allow 
for broader evaluation of traits from ‘omics data. 
Introduction 
In recent years, the emergence of ‘omics technologies has greatly improved microbial 
ecologists’ ability to evaluate the relationships between phylogeny, trait distributions, and 
environmental gradients (19, 26, 36, 99). Such studies in diverse environments have frequently 
found that ecosystem functions are frequently performed simultaneously by many taxa (31). This 
is referred to as functional redundancy (100). High functional redundancy in freshwater 
sediments results in stabilized porewater redox conditions (101). In surface seawater, a 
metagenomic analysis of glycosyl hydrolase genes demonstrates a complex successional pattern 
in heterotrophs that correlates with coastal phytoplankton bloom life cycles and influenced 




hypothesized that functional redundancy stabilizes community diversity and leads to better 
health (103).   
A quantifiable and comparable measure for functional redundancy is a prerequisite in 
addressing ecological questions pertaining to functional redundancy. Concepts related to 
functional diversity and redundancy have been actively discussed in the macroecology literature 
for over 40 years (100, 104, 105). Nonetheless, there remains no universal method to quantify 
functional redundancy (105–108). Many of the most popular methods rely on measuring 
dissimilarity in traits between community members. Dissimilarities are then adjusted to consider 
the community member relative abundances. Most notably, the normalization of Rao’s quadratic 
diversity by Simpson’s index has been used as a quantitative measure of functional redundancy 
(105). In this approach, functional redundancy is quantified as the average similarity in relative 
trait contribution by different taxa. However, this approach does not appear sensitive to changes 
in concavity and convexity of community trait distributions, as demonstrated here.  
In principle, methods to quantify functional diversity in macro-ecosystems should be 
equally applicable to microbial ecosystems. In practice, the measurement of microbial 
community composition and trait distribution possess unique challenges. In macro-ecosystems, 
tens or hundreds of species might be considered, and traits are often determined from direct field 
observations. In microbial ecosystems, millions of unique taxa may be present, and the 
appropriate level of taxonomic organization (i.e., amplicon sequence variant, operational 
taxonomic unit defined by a semi-arbitrary cutoff of 16S rRNA gene similarity) depends on 
experimental design. Traits, such as net respiration or nutrient uptake rates, are sometimes 




is a challenging exercise. Most microbial cells on Earth belong to genera that lack cultured 
representatives, so the traits of most members of microbiomes are frequently unknown (109). 
Consequently, to characterize community function, the microbiological community relies on 
‘omics technology of genes, transcripts, or proteins. This reality necessitates a functional 
redundancy measurement suitable for both phenotypic and ‘omics data. 
Microbial ecologists have typically addressed these problems using two broad 
approaches. One common method is to compare changes in ecosystem function to changes in 
community composition. Stability in ecosystem function with increasing microbial diversity is 
often considered an empirical indication of functional redundancy (101, 110, 111). A 
complimentary approach is to use ‘omics data as indicators of traits (27, 112). The presence of 
similar traits in distinct taxa is taken as evidence of functional redundancy. This approach may 
stretch the definition of trait, as ‘omics data do not guarantee a phenotypic response. 
Nonetheless, this second approach circumnavigates the lack of taxa-specific physiological data 
for most environmental microbiomes. Overall, these approaches are conceptually straightforward 
but are largely qualitative and yield results that are challenging to compare among studies. 
Here, we use diversity theory (113) to establish a quantitative approach to measure 
functional redundancy of microbiomes using genomic traits. We argue that functional 
redundancy is best understood as the evenness of the contribution of taxa to a community-wide 
trait. Communities are functionally redundant if taxa contribute equally to an ecosystem function 
(100, 110). We measured this by first defining two measures of abundance which are treated of 
equal importance: taxa abundance distributions and trait abundance distributions, or levels. Taxa 




abundance distributions correspond to relative trait levels for individual taxa, i.e., the total 
amount of a trait in taxon. By taking the product of these two abundance distributions, we 
measured the relative contribution by taxa to the overall trait within a community, or the trait 
contribution distribution.  
Traditional approaches for measuring diversity and evenness are applicable to trait 
contribution distributions, as the trait contribution distribution fulfills mathematical properties 
defining a community (113). We find trait contribution evenness (TCE) appealing because it is 
easily generalizable. Theoretically, any type of trait can be used (e.g., gene copies, enzyme 
kinetics, nutrient uptake, etc.) if the trait can be assigned to taxa and the relative abundance of 
those respective taxa are known. We demonstrate the efficacy of TCE by correlating functional 
redundancy against a conceptual idea commonly associated with functional redundancy, the risk 
of losing ecosystem function due to taxa extinction. Lastly, we analyze functional redundancy 
for eight nitrogen-transforming pathways found in metagenomic data (115) in TARA Oceans 
draft metagenome-assembled genomes (MAGs) (65). We hope that the formulation of functional 
redundancy fills a void in the microbial ecology literature by providing a generalized tool for 
generating higher quality measurements of an important parameter in microbial communities. 
Results and Discussion 
Representing microbial communities as taxa abundance, trait abundance, and trait 
contribution distributions  
We represent microbial community traits using two distributions: the distribution of taxon 
abundance within the community, and the distribution of trait quantity among each taxon (Figure 




This definition has been adopted in many studies when inferring microbially-mediated 
biogeochemistry and microbial ecology (1, 16, 17, 102, 116). Furthermore, traits encompass 
processes catalyzed by microbes such as nutrient uptake or respiration (“realized traits”). The 
choice of traits to analyze is always central in experimental design. However, for the purposes of 
the method described here, traits may represent anything that can be quantifiably apportioned 
among taxa, including binary presence/absence apportionments.  
Because trait levels are measured as non-negative, real numbers, both taxa relative 
abundances (equation 3.1) and trait abundances (equation 3.2) can be represented as relative 
abundance distributions (Figure 3.1B). We determined the relative contribution of individual 
taxa to the total, community-wide trait level from the product of taxon relative abundances and 
their respective trait abundance distributions (equation 3.3). We refer to the distribution of the 
relative contribution of each taxon to total, community-wide trait level as the trait contribution 
distribution (equation 3.4). Thus, an abundant taxon that expresses a small amount of trait per 
cell might contribute equally to the total trait level within a community as a rarer taxon that 
expresses a large amount of trait per cell (Figure 3.1B). In cases of presence/absence trait data, 
the trait contribution distribution reflects the relative abundance of trait-containing taxa.  
Defining and Quantifying Functional Redundancy 
We define functional redundancy as how evenly taxa in a community contribute to the 
total quantity of trait exhibited by the community. A community in which each taxon contributes 
an equal quantity of trait would be maximally functionally redundant with respect to the trait. For 
example, a community of heterotrophs in which each taxon consumes oxygen at an equal rate 




community contained a single taxon capable of fixing nitrogen, that community would be 
minimally redundant with respect to nitrogen fixation.  
The trait contribution distribution (equation 3.4) provides an invaluable tool for 
visualizing trait functional redundancy within a community, as these distributions allow for 
pairwise comparisons in relative trait contribution by different taxa. Comparative analyses of 
trait contribution distribution from multiple communities may be difficult due to differences in 
structure and richness. Similar challenges exist when comparing diversity between taxa 
abundance distributions (113). Consequently, diversity indices have become elegant solutions for 
comparing community diversity among different communities, as variations in taxa abundance 
are collapsed into a singular value. The applicability of diversity indices extends beyond taxa 
abundance distributions and includes any categorical abundance vector (113). The broad 
application of diversity indices, along with the fact that diversity indices are used for measuring 
community evenness (69), prompted us to explore using diversity metrics to quantify functional 
redundancy.   
We quantified the diversity of trait contribution distributions (equation 3.4) using 
traditional diversity indices (equation 3.5). Numerous diversity indices have been proposed in the 
literature. Three common measures of diversity, taxa richness, Shannon’s diversity index, and 
Simpson’s diversity index, are manifestations of the parametric diversity index, in which the α 
parameter determines the relative weight placed on rare versus common taxa. Equation 3.5 with 
α=0 becomes the sum of taxa present in a sample, or taxon richness. When α=1 or 2, equation 
3.5 becomes the equation for Shannon’s and Simpson’s diversity indices respectively. We 




evaluation of their viability demonstrated thermophiles did not contribute to biogeochemical 
processes (117). Next, we quantified a theoretical maximum diversity for the same trait 
contribution distributions assuming relative contribution of traits were evenly spread among all 
taxa (equation 3.6). Community evenness can be derived by taking the ratio of community 
diversity to the theoretical maximum diversity (69). As such, we normalized diversity of the trait 
contribution distribution by the theoretical maximum diversity (equation 3.7). We refer to this 
statistical measure (equations 3.5-3.7) of the trait contribution distributions as trait contribution 
evenness (TCE). TCE measured of how evenly taxa contribute to a specific trait within the 
community, or the functional redundancy of the trait. TCE differs from other proposed methods 
measuring functional diversity, richness, and redundancy as these methods use distance-based 
methods (105, 107, 108), rely on empirical changes in realized traits with respect to community 
diversity (101, 111), or pairwise comparisons in trait levels (112, 116) when analyzing the trait 
contribution distributions. In order to facilitate the use of TCE functional redundancy 
measurements, we have provided an R script to calculate TCE functional redundancy at 
https://github.com/taylorroyalty/functional_redundancy_script.  
Influence on Functional Redundancy from Taxa Lacking the Trait 
We quantified the diversity of trait contribution distributions (equation 3.4) using 
traditional diversity indices (equation 3.5). Numerous diversity indices have been proposed in the 
literature. Three common measures of diversity, taxa richness, Shannon’s diversity index, and 
Simpson’s diversity index, are manifestations of the parametric diversity index, in which the α 
parameter determines the relative weight placed on rare versus common taxa. Equation 3.5 with 




3.5 becomes the equation for Shannon’s and Simpson’s diversity indices respectively. We 
adopted the parametric diversity index for this flexibility in weighting the importance of taxa. An 
evaluation of their viability demonstrated thermophiles did not contribute to biogeochemical 
processes (117). Next, we quantified a theoretical maximum diversity for the same trait 
contribution distributions assuming relative contribution of traits were evenly spread among all 
taxa (equation 3.6). Community evenness can be derived by taking the ratio of community 
diversity to the theoretical maximum diversity (69). As such, we normalized diversity of the trait 
contribution distribution by the theoretical maximum diversity (equation 3.7). We refer to this 
statistical measure (equations 3.5-3.7) of the trait contribution distributions as trait contribution 
evenness (TCE). TCE measured of how evenly taxa contribute to a specific trait within the 
community, or the functional redundancy of the trait. TCE differs from other proposed methods 
measuring functional diversity, richness, and redundancy as these methods use distance-based 
methods (105, 107, 108), rely on empirical changes in realized traits with respect to community 
diversity (101, 111), or pairwise comparisons in trait levels (112, 116) when analyzing the trait 
contribution distributions.  
We created a simulation which we increased taxa richness (n) while fixing the richness of 
taxa containing a trait (ν) and the relative trait contribution by these taxa (τ) (equation 3.3-3.4). 
The parametric diversity index requires selecting a value for the parameter, α, which varies the 
sensitivity that the measured functional redundancy has to community taxa contributing less to 
the overall community trait level. We performed the simulations such that the parameter, α, 
varied from 0 to 2 for each combination of total taxa richness and trait-containing taxa richness 




values. When the community structures are fixed (equations 3.1 and 3.2, respectively), the 
functional redundancy values derived from different α values are correlated very closely to one 
another. To emphasize this point, we plotted select α from contours in Figure 3.2A across all taxa 
richness (Figure 3.2B-C); these plots were nearly linear. Thus, α represents a parameter which 
simply augments values of functional redundancy and is not a parameter reflecting ecological 
significance. We recommend that if influences from high beta-diversity in non-trait containing 
taxa is not desirable in calculating functional redundancy, then α values closer to 2 should be 
used in equation 3.5. 
When evaluating functional redundancy in real biological systems, it may be desirable to 
relate functional redundancy to environmental factors such as nutrients or temperature. The 
sensitivity that functional redundancy relates to these parameters depends on the α parameter 
(Figure 3.2). Another consideration (beyond functional form) includes the influence that the α 
parameter has on the range in precision, or dynamic range, of functional redundancy. 
Specifically, the maximum and minimum values of functional redundancy are one and zero, 
respectively. However, an increase in precision when converging towards zero may be useful to 
prevent a loss in functional redundancy sensitivity to exogeneous factors. We evaluated the 
dynamic range in functional redundancy for 10,000 randomly generated artificial communities as 
a function of the α parameter. Functional redundancy spanned up to ~10 orders of magnitude 
depending on the choice in α parameter as well as the fraction of taxa with the trait (Figure 3.3). 
The functional form for dynamic range varied depending on the fraction of taxa with the trait. 
Communities where all taxa had the trait behaved had a local maximum while communities with 




scenarios occurred at α<1. This implies that a greater range of functional redundancy values can 
be measured, if the diversity index provides low to moderate weighting for taxa with lower trait 
contribution towards the overall community trait level. A selection of 1>α>0.5 appeared 
adequate if making comparisons between communities with drastically different ratios of trait-
containing richness taxa richness (ν) and taxa richness (n).  
Functional Redundancy and Trait Resilience to Taxa Extinction 
One tangible ecological consequence of functional redundancy is increased resilience of 
biogeochemical functions to taxon extinction. When functions are more broadly distributed 
across taxa, a function is less likely to disappear due to the extinction of individual taxa. This 
interpretation is often highlighted in macro-ecological studies (105, 118, 119). Therefore, any 
measure of functional redundancy should reflect that the probability of a trait being extinguished 
from a community decreases as the redundancy of that trait within the community increases.  
The conceptual relationship between functional redundancy and vulnerability of 
ecosystem function provides an opportunity to demonstrate the efficacy in TCE. To do this, 
functional redundancy was calculated for randomly generated communities, which followed 
lognormal distributions (87, 114) (equation 3.8). Individual taxa were randomly assigned a trait 
level. We simulated random taxon extinction events in the artificial communities until >95% of 
the original community total trait was gone. The choice in threshold served the purpose of 
dealing with communities where all taxa possessed a trait. In such communities, a 100% 
extinction rate was necessary to properly remove the trait from the community. In real biological 
systems, an ecosystem function may be disrupted well before all taxa contributing to a trait are 




in organoheterotroph composition (101). For our calculation of equation 3.5, we selected α=0.5 
because it maximized the observable dynamic range of the functional redundancy parameter 
(Figure 3.3). We observed a positive relationship between the resilience of a trait to random 
taxon extinction events and the calculated functional redundancy (Figure 3.4A). In addition to 
TCE, we evaluated the formulation for functional redundancy presented in (105) to draw 
comparison. As a general observation, this method performed poorly as no clear functional 
relationship existed between estimates in functional redundancy and trait resilience to extinction 
(Figure 3.4B). We suspect the discrepancy in performance between TCE and the method from 
(105) is explained by TCE’s use of diversity to quantify functional redundancy. Specifically, the 
parametric diversity index (equation 3.5) is sensitive to the shape of the distributions of species 
abundance and trait contribution. These properties likely manifest in our extinction simulation, 
which is a hypergeometric probability distribution problem, weighted proportionally to the trait 
contribution distribution. In contrast, the formulation in (105) is a measure of mean dissimilarity 
in trait contribution, and does not account for non-normal abundance distribution shapes.  
We ensured the relationship between TCE and trait resilience was not an artifact of α 
selection. This was done by testing a range of α values against trait resilience to taxa extinction 
(Figure 3.5). The relationship between functional redundancy and resilience to extinction 
remained positive for all evaluated values of α (0.1, 1, and 2). The functional form (e.g., 
exponential-like versus linear) between functional redundancy and resilience to extinction as 
well as variance in residuals differed depending on α value selection. Depending on the work, the 
relationship between functional redundancy and resilience to extinction may matter, and so 




Case Study: Redundancy of Nitrogen Cycle Marker Genes in Marine Microbiomes 
 To demonstrate a use of TCE, we measured functional redundancy in the marine nitrogen 
cycle using genomic data from the TARA Oceans project (19). Recently, (65) published 2,361 
draft metagenome-assembled genomes (MAGs) which represent genomic content from seven 
oceanographic provinces, three different depths, and four filter size fractions. Relative abundance 
data used here were reported in (65) and were determined by the proportion of sequence reads 
mapping to assembled MAGs. For simplicity, we limited our analysis to only MAGs identified in 
the bacterial size fraction (<3μm), which corresponds to free-living microbes. The nitrogen cycle 
was simplified to eight pathways (115) and included N2 fixation, nitrification, NO3
- reduction, 
dissimilatory NO3
- reduction, assimilatory NO3
-/NO2
- reduction, NH4
+ assimilation, N 
remineralization, and denitrification. A general summary of the marker genes (downloaded from 
Swiss-Prot; see Methods) used for quantifying nitrogen cycle pathways in MAGs is summarized 
in Table 3.1. 
Overall, the functional redundancy for individual traits was consistent with our 
conceptual understanding of primary nitrogen-transforming pathways in the ocean (Figure 3.6). 
A clear example was the low functional redundancy in the nitrification pathway. We expected 
this observation as the primary oceanic nitrifying phylum is Crenarchaeota (120). Similarly, the 
N2 fixation pathway, which is predominantly facilitated by a small group of Cyanobacteria 




- assimilation are broadly expressed traits and should exhibit higher levels of functional 
redundancy (115). Lastly, the low functional redundancy in dissimilatory NO3





- reduction were not surprising considering these pathways occur in anaerobic and low-
oxygen environments, respectively (115).  
Some variance existed across oceanographic provinces and depth for intra-pathway 
functional redundancy (α=0.5). However, inter-pathway variance in functional redundancy was 
generally larger compared to intra-pathway variance in functional redundancy (Figure 3.6). This 
suggests that the marine nitrogen cycle marker genes considered here are consistently distributed 
within communities for MAGs retrieved in Earth’s ocean. This was consistent with the lack of 
relationship between the metagenome companion metadata (e.g., O2, inorganic N, PO4
3-, latitude, 
longitude, etc.) and functional redundancy. This is not particularly surprising, as saline water 
biomes exhibited the lowest alpha-diversity (not to be confused with the α parameter in equation 
3.5) and largely constrained beta-diversity among free-living microbiomes (121). An earlier 
analysis qualitatively demonstrated similar KEGG ontology in TARA Oceans metagenomes, 
regardless of oceanographic province or depths (19).  
In our analysis of TARA Oceans metagenomes, traits were loosely defined, such that 
redundancy in function may be observed based on genomic potential. As a point of emphasis, 
measurable properties (e.g., nitrogen uptake) provide direct measures of ecosystem function that 
are more easily integrated into predictive numerical models. In an ideal scenario, the latter would 
be discernible in all ecological studies, for all ecosystem functions. However, the 
disproportionate number of lineages that lack cultured representatives highlights the continued 
importance of nucleotide sequencing in microbial ecology (15, 122). Thus, our observation 
necessitates the development of ecological theory that is inclusive to potential traits, as well as 




method for quantifying lineage-specific metabolic rates for in situ inoculation studies (123). 
Coupling these metabolic rates with abundance data, we believe functional redundancy can be 
measured for realized traits with TCE.  
 Methods and Theory 
Definition of Functional Redundancy 
Here, we present the underlying theory used to quantify functional redundancy. 
Functional redundancy was defined as how evenly community members contribute to a net trait 
within the community. Community members represent the aggregation of individuals within 
phylogenetic clades of a predefined taxonomic level, and thus, are referred to as taxa from 
henceforth. As this definition of functional redundancy is a measure of the evenness in trait 
contribution from individual taxa, we propose adapting traditional approaches of measuring 
diversity and evenness for quantifying functional redundancy. Specifically, we adopt the 
parametric diversity index due to the degree of generalizability. Consequently, relative trait 
contribution by taxa to a net trait on a community level has to be expressed as an abundance 
distribution (113), or the trait contribution distribution.  
Here, we define a microbial community, C, with n taxa, each with a relative abundance of 
pi. Thus, the set of taxa in C can be described as follows:  
𝐶 = {𝑝|𝑝𝑖 > 0 ∀ 𝑝𝑖; ∑ 𝑝𝑖
𝑛
𝑖=1 = 1}                        (3.1 
where p is the set of relative abundances of taxa, such that any given relative abundance for the 
ith taxon is greater than zero and all taxa relative abundances sum to one. Equation 3.1 represents 




Taxa in C cumulatively contribute to a net trait, T, which reflects the quantity of a trait on 
the community level. Units of T are flexible such that T can be expressed in terms of rates (e.g., g 
C m-2 year-1 for net primary productivity), quantities (e.g., gene copies), or dimensionless 
numbers; however, T must be quantitative. Our goal was to express the community, C (equation 
3.1), in terms of the relative contribution by individual taxa towards a total trait, T, at a fixed 
time and space. This requires knowing the taxa-specific trait level, ti, and the respective taxa 
relative abundance, pi. If the distribution of taxa-specific trait levels, ti, are known, then relative 
abundances in equation 3.1 can be substituted with ti such that: 
𝐶𝑡 = {𝑡|𝑡𝑖 ≥ 0 ∀ 𝑡𝑖; ∑ 𝑡𝑖
𝑛
𝑖=1 = 𝑇}                        (3.2 
where Ct is the distribution of t across all taxa in a community and the sum of all t equals T. 







                           (3.3 
As each τi is a fraction of T, we reformulate the abundance distribution for the 
community, C, as an abundance distribution with respect to τ (trait contribution distribution), 
such that: 
𝐶𝜏,𝑎𝑙𝑙 = {𝜏|𝜏𝑖 ≥ 0 ∀ 𝜏𝑖; ∑ 𝜏𝑗
𝑛
𝑖=1 = 1}                     (3.4.1 
and 
𝐶𝜏 =  {𝜏 ∈ 𝐶𝜏,𝑎𝑙𝑙|𝜏𝑖 > 0 ∀ 𝜏𝑖; ∑ 𝜏𝑖
𝜈
𝑖=1 = 1}                    (3.4.2 
where again, τi is the relative contribution by the i
th taxon to T, such that all τ sum to equal 1. The 
community represented in equation 3.4.1 considers the situation where τ can equal 0 because the 




3.4.2 is a subset of equation 3.4.1, where Cτ contains only taxa from Cτ,all with t>0. As such, we 
adopted the variable, ν, which represents the richness of taxa in Cτ. Note that equation 3.4.1 and 
3.4.2 equal when all taxa contribute to T (t>0). 
The necessity for differentiating equation 3.4.1 and equation 3.4.2 is that the trait 
contribution distribution in equation 3.4.2 is consistent with attributes of a community. 
Specifically, equation 3.4.2 does not include absent taxa which are not incorporated in 
conventional diversity metrics (113, 114). Thus, we utilized a parametric approach for 
characterizing parameters of diversity and evenness with respect to equation 3.4.2 (107). 






∑ −𝜏𝑖 log 𝜏𝑖
𝜈
𝑖=1
     𝛼≠1
𝛼=1
                         (3.5 
where α is a weighting parameter that defines the importance of taxa contributing less to T 
compared to taxa which contribute more. When α=0, Hτ simplifies to ν-1, or the richness of trait-
containing taxa minus one. When α=1, Hτ simplifies to Shannon’s index. When α=2, Hτ 
simplifies to Simpson’s index. The first scenario represents the least sensitive weighting towards 
relative trait contribution as it effectively measures how many taxa contain a trait. In contrast, 
increasing α decreases the sensitivity of Hτ to taxa which contribute less to T. As, our definition 
of functional redundancy is how evenly different taxa contribute to the community-level total 
trait within the community, we calculated a theoretical maximum for 𝐻𝜏 which assumes that trait 
level, ti, is evenly distributed in equation 3.4 such that: 
𝐶𝜏,𝐸 = {𝜏|𝜏𝑖 =
1
𝑛
 ∀ 𝜏𝑖; ∑ 𝜏𝑖
𝜈




Implicitly, equation 3.6 assumes ν=n, as this is the only scenario where the condition ∑ 𝜏𝑖
𝜈
𝑖=1 = 1 
is held true. Thus, HE is derived by calculating equation 3.5 using equation 3.6. As evenness is 
the ratio between observed diversity and the theoretical maximum diversity, we calculated 




                           (3.7 
Functional Redundancy’s Dependency on Diversity Continuum  
We wanted to observe the effect that different diversity metrics (i.e., different values of α in 
equation 3.5) had on R. This was performed by calculating R with a fixed community and 
varying α from 0 to 2. We further characterized sensitivity in R with changes in community 
richness while fixing the trait-containing taxa (i.e., equation 3.4 constant while equation3.1 
changes). This scenario evaluated the sensitivity in HE to equation 3.5 for different α while 
maintaining a constant Hτ. Cτ was defined as a lognormally-distributed community (87) 
following the functional form: 
𝑆(𝑟) = 𝑆0𝑒
−𝑎2𝑟2                          (3.8 
where S0 was the maximum abundance, r was the i
th octave, and a was the inverse width of the 
lognormal distribution. Values for equation 3.8 were a=0.2, r spanned between 0 to 9 (v=10), 
and S0=1. S(r) was then normalized by the sum of abundances across all r so that the condition, 
∑ 𝜏𝑖 = 1
𝜈
𝑖=1 , was met. Afterwards, we dynamically increased values of n from 10 to 100 
(lognormal-evenly distributed increments) for generating the theoretical, maximally diverse trait 
contribution distributions (equation 3.6). R was then calculated while keeping the Hτ at a fixed 




Functional Redundancy Against Trait Vulnerability Simulations 
We generated artificial communities such that the variables of community richness, 
diversity (with respect to p), and t were varied over a dynamic range. Community richness, n, 
was randomly assigned a value from 30 to 100 for individual communities. The relative 
abundance, p, for individual taxa within a community were then defined using equation 3.8. 
Values of a where randomly selected from 0 (even) to 0.4 (operationally more uneven) at 0.01 
intervals. After establishing taxa relative abundances, we prescribed levels of trait to individual 
taxa. Level of trait, t, was assigned a value between 0 (does not contain) and 1 (maximum level) 
at intervals of 0.01. We randomly selected one of three scenarios in the assignment of t. The first 
scenario considered every taxon containing the trait, where every taxon had the trait greater than 
0. The second scenario had 50% of the taxa containing the trait at a random level greater than 0 
while the other 50% did not contain the trait. The last scenario had 20% of taxa containing the 
trait at a random level greater than 0 while 80% of taxa did not have the trait. In total, 10,000 
artificial communities were generated with this approach. For each artificial community, 
functional redundancy with equations 3.1-3.8. For comparison, we calculated R based on (105) 
(using code published in Appendix S1). In our calculations of Rao’s functional diversity, we 
utilized Euclidean distances. 
We performed two separate simulations with the artificially generated communities 
described above. The first simulation varied α from 0 to 2 in equation 3.5 to determine which α 
maximized the dynamic range in observed functional redundancy. In this analysis, we excluded 
scenarios where R=0 and R=1. As functional redundancy spanned ~10 orders of magnitude, we 




random taxon extinction events within the artificial communities described above. Cτ was 
determined for individual artificial communities with equations 3.1-3.4. Taxon extinction events 
were simulated by randomly removing the same taxa from C (equation 1) and Cτ (equation 3.4). 
If a taxon in C did not contain the trait, then no taxa were removed from Cτ. After each taxon 
extinction event, the total τ in Cτ was determined by summing the remaining elements within Cτ. 
Random taxon extinction events continued until the sum of τ remaining in Cτ was >95% from 
starting value of τ (i.e, τ=1). Trait robustness to extinctions was then defined as the fraction of 
taxon richness (n) which went extinct prior to 95% of the trait being lost. The extinction 
simulation was performed 100 times for each of the individual 10,000 artificial communities. 
The trait robustness generated from the 100 simulations were then averaged for each of the 
individual 10,000 artificial communities.  
A Case Study of Functional Redundancy in the Global Ocean Nitrogen Cycle 
 Draft metagenome-assembled genomes (MAGs) from (65) were downloaded from NCBI 
(38). In addition, MAG completeness, MAG relative abundance estimates, ocean depths, and 
ocean regions, defined in (65), were directly downloaded from Figshare 
(https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.5188273). We tabulated nitrogen-cycle marker genes in 
individual MAGs by blasting MAG proteins against nitrogen-cycle marker gene databases using 
the BLASTP algorithm (E-value=10-10) (22). Nitrogen cycle marker genes were categorized into 
eight categories: N2 fixation (nifH), nitrification (amoA, hao), NO3 reduction (napA, narG), 
dissimilatory NO3 reduction (nrfA), assimilatory NO3/NO2 reduction (narB, nasA, nasB, and 
nirB), NH4
+ assimilation (gdhA, glnA), N remineralization (gltB), and denitrification (nirK, nirS, 




category. Gene names associated with individual categories were searched for in the Swiss-Prot 
database (124). All proteins matching gene names were subsequently downloaded and used in 
BLAST database construction. The number of matching genes for individual MAGs were 
normalized by the MAG completeness (fraction) to account for incomplete binning and 
assembly. Functional redundancy was then calculated for individual stations, at individual 











Table 3.1. A summary of marker gene sequences used in the BLASTP analysis of TARA Oceans 
MAGs. All marker genes were downloaded from Swiss-Prot.  
Pathway Gene Names EC Number # Marker Genes 
N Remineralization gltB 1.4.1.13 14 
N Fixation nifH 1.18.6.1 127 
Nitrification 
amoA 1.14.99.39 2 
hoa 1.7.2.6 1 
NO3
- Reduction 
napA 1.9.6.1 136 
narG 1.7.5.1 13 
Dissimilatory NO3




narB 1.7.5.1 3 
nasA 1.7.7.2 1 
nasB 1.7.1.4 3 
nirB 1.7.1.15 5 
NH4
+ Assimilation 
gdhA 1.4.1.3 14 
glnA 6.3.1.2 173 
Denitrification 
nirK 1.7.2.1 7 
nirS 1.7.2.1; 1.7.99.1 4 
norB 1.7.2.5 2 






Figure 3.1. The interplay between environmental parameters and microbial community 
composition requires an understanding of both community taxa abundances as well as trait levels 
for respective taxa (A). Community taxa abundance and relative trait level are scalable and 





Figure 3.2. The sensitivity in functional redundancy in response changing α in equation 3.5 (A). 
Contours correspond to increasing community richness (n) while maintaining the structure of the 
trait-containing community. Comparisons between contours from (A) when α=0.5 and α=2 (B) 





Figure 3.3. The dynamic range in functional redundancy for randomly generated artificial 
communities as a function of α selected for equation 3.5. Contours correspond to the fraction of 
the community containing a trait. Note that at α = 1 and the fraction of community was 20%, the 
dynamic range was smoothed due to precision error from the log-transformation in equation 3.5 





Figure 3.4. A comparison of functional redundancy versus the fraction of community richness 
that goes randomly extinct prior to a 95% of trait level being lost on the community level. 
Functional redundancy was calculated with equations 3.1-3.7 (α=0.5) (A) as well as using the 





Figure 3.5. Same as Figure 3.4A but functional redundancy was calculated with equations 3.1-







Figure 3.6. Boxplots showing functional redundancy calculated for eight nitrogen-transforming 
pathways in TARA Oceans draft MAGs. Different colors correspond to sample depth. Whiskers 







CHAPTER FOUR  
SULFUR AND CARBON BUDGETS IN THE WHITE OAK RIVER ESTUARY 






Estuary sediments at White Oak River (WOR), North Carolina (USA), experience high 
sedimentation rates, with a high organic carbon (OC) fraction, and harbor diverse microbial 
metabolisms. Rapid zonation in reduction-oxidation conditions suggest the WOR may be a 
suitable model system for microbial niche modeling; however, additional geochemical and 
hydrological characterization is necessary first. Here, I report measurements of major seawater 
ion concentrations in porewater, ammonium porewater concentrations, phosphate porewater 
concentrations, total organic carbon (TOC), total organic nitrogen (TON), bulk δ13C, porewater 
methane concentrations (CH4), and dissolved organic carbon spectral properties. The select 
geochemical parameters were related to the microbial metabolic transformations and used for 
recalculating budgets for dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC), TOC, CH4, and sulfate (SO4
2-). 
Consistent with earlier observations, I found evidence for aerobic, SO4
2- reducing, fermentative, 
anaerobic oxidation of methane (AOM), and methanogenesis metabolisms in Station H 
sediments, a site extensively characterized in the literature with respect to WOR estuary 
microbiology. Notably, TOC concentrations were elevated at the sulfate-methane transition zone 
(SMTZ). I hypothesized that increased TOC concentration was from biomass production in 
microbes utilizing the AOM metabolism as bulk δ13C and C:N ratios of organic fractions 
concurrently decreased and increased, respectively. Lastly, budgets were comparable with 
previous estimates when assuming diffusion-dominated chemical transport. The TOC burial, 
DIC respiration, CH4 production, and SO4
2- reduction fluxes were 6091, 3178, 35, and 1977 
mmol m-2 yr-1, respectively. Unlike previous budgets analyses, I considered advection-dominated 





reduction rates increased and decreased, respectively, with increasing groundwater upwelling. 
When groundwater upwelling rates were 14.9 cm yr-1, net SO4
2- reduction fluxes were predicted 
to be 0 mmol m-2 yr-1. Groundwater upwelling >0 cm yr-1 suggested cryptic sulfur cycling is 
necessary to maintain steady-state SO4
2- concentration profiles. Although carbon and sulfur 
budgets appear consistent on decadal timescales, the SMTZ depth varies among earlier studies. 
Variables influencing variability in geochemistry on short and intermediate timescales need 
constraint to better contextualize microbial ecological findings with respect to time. 
Importance 
 High nutrient estuary sediments support a diverse suite of microbial metabolisms. The 
combination of diverse microbial metabolisms and ease of access may make high nutrient 
estuary sediments good model systems for studying niche partitioning theory. Nonetheless, 
characterizing the temporal stability in geochemistry is an important prerequisite for properly 
contextualizing ecological findings. Here, I reevaluated elemental budgets for carbon and sulfur 
at the White Oak River and compared our results to budgets reported >20 years ago. Overall, my 
findings suggest that the net carbon and sulfur budgets are comparable to one another on decadal 
timescales; however, a literature survey of studies measuring sulfate and methane profiles at the 
White Oak River suggest individual geochemical parameters vary on short and intermediate 
timescales. Thus, future ecological studies should properly consider short and intermediate 





Conventional wisdom dictates that electron acceptors are sequentially depleted in marine 
sediments based on energy yield from microbially-mediated reduction-oxidation (redox) 
reactions. Assuming the dominant electron donor is organic matter (OM), the sequence that 
electron acceptors are depleted is O2, NO3
-, Mn(IV), Fe(III), SO4
2-, and CO2 (125). Sediment 
environments with high depositional OM fluxes lead to rapid depletion of electron acceptors and 
rapid transition between dominant redox metabolisms (126). Thus, studies requiring a large 
range of microbial metabolic diversity could leverage sediments with high OM depositional 
fluxes as model study systems.  
One sediment system fitting this criteria includes blackwater river estuaries on the East 
coast of the United States (127). Termed “blackwater river” due to high humic concentrations 
that result in black colored water (128), blackwater estuaries have high terrestrial OM runoff, 
rapid autochthonous OM production, and SO4
2- from seawater intrusion, estuary systems along 
the Coastal Plains support a wide range of microbial metabolisms (17). In particular, the White 
Oak River (WOR) estuary has received considerable research interest related to sediment 
geochemistry and microbiology during the last half century (17, 34, 35, 129–134). Porewater 
geochemical analyses indicate that all major electron acceptors (O2, NO3
-, Mn(IV), Fe(III), SO4
2-
, and CO2) are observable at <100 cmbsf (129). For these reasons, I selected the WOR as a study 
site for modeling microbial trait distributions with respect to geochemical gradients (135, 136).  
Although our primary goal was modeling microbial trait distributions, a budget analysis 
of carbon and sulfur in WOR sediments had not been evaluated since 1998, or following the 




130). Specific interest in carbon and sulfur pertains to these elements being the primary source of 
electron donors and acceptors in WOR sediments (130). In these studies, CH4, CO2, and SO4
2- 
concentration profiles were assumed to be in steady-state, with diffusion-dominated transport. 
Here, major seawater ion concentrations, total organic carbon (TOC), total organic nitrogen 





concentrations, CH4 concentrations, and bulk organic δ
13C values were measured in a 62 cm 
sediment core collected on 29 May 2019. I constructed budgets for TOC, dissolved inorganic 
carbon (DIC), CH4, and SO4
2- using a reaction-transport model that assumed steady-state 
concentrations (35). When assuming chemical transport was diffusion-dominated, the annual 
fluxes for TOC, DIC, CH4, and SO4
2- were comparable to previously reported values (35). 
However, I noted a few differences in the concentration depth profiles among earlier studies. 
Notably, there was a previously unreported increase in TOC at the sulfate-methane transition 
zone (SMTZ) which may reflect biomass growth from an anerobic oxidation of methane (AOM) 
metabolism (137). Furthermore, advection-dominated chemical transport resulted in elevated 
CH4 oxidation rates and reduced SO4
2- reduction rates. Based on the findings here, assumptions 
of steady-state may be valid for WOR sediments; however, better constraint on groundwater 
upwelling is necessary to better characterize sulfur cycling in WOR sediments.  
Materials and Methods 
Site Description 
The White Oak River (WOR) is an ~80 km long blackwater river located in eastern North 
Carolina (USA) (Figure 4.1). The WOR is a part of a broader network of incised river valleys in 




high sedimentation rates (127). Water column temperatures vary from 22°C to 32°C during 
summer months and have been observed to be as low as 3.5°C during winter months (130, 138). 
The WOR is summarized as three major sections: 1) the upper estuary that is characterized by a 
narrow, meandering freshwater river; 2) the middle estuary that is characterized by the widening 
of the river and high variability in water column salinity controlled by tidal patterns; and 3) the 
lower estuary that is characterized by a deltaic section with high water column salinity (133). 
Sediment OC fraction decreases while sediment porewater SO4
2- concentrations increase as the 
WOR transitions from upper to lower estuary. The nature of these gradients results in 
methanogenesis being the dominant microbial metabolism in the WOR upper estuary sediments 
and SO4
2- reduction being the dominant microbial metabolism in the WOR lower estuary 
sediments (130). 
The hydrological flow in WOR sediments is influenced by groundwater discharge from 
the underlying Castle Hayne Aquifer. Groundwater discharge estimates throughout the WOR 
estuary (Cl- concentration gradients) indicate heterogenous discharge spanning 0.6 to 40 cm yr-1 
(133). A geological survey of aquifers across the North Carolina Coastal Plains indicates the 
confining unit for the Castle Hayne Aquifer is often thin (4 feet thick), and in some cases, 
completely absent. The latter scenario leads to direct contact between the Castle Hayne Aquifer 
and river systems (139). To my knowledge, direct estimates of sediment column thickness are 
lacking in the literature for the WOR estuary. However, acoustic seismic measurements indicate 
sediment thickness is approximately 3.5±0.5 m in the lower estuary while upper and middle 






 A small boat was sailed on the WOR Station H (34° 44.490'N, 77° 07.44'W) (Figure 4.1.) 
on 29 May 2019. The selection of Station H was based on extensive microbiological 
characterization performed in earlier studies (e.g., 8, 117–119). Multiple sediment cores were 
collected using a push core technique. The sediment core analyzed here was ~62 cm long. The 
sediment core was transported back to the University of Chapel Hill’s Institute of Marine 
Sciences (IMS), Morehead City, NC, at ambient temperature. A schematic showing sample 
preparation for these measurements is provided in Figure 4.2. Upon arriving at IMS, the push 
core was immediately sectioned at 1 cm intervals in a wet chemistry lab. For individual depth 
intervals, sediment was sub-cored and partitioned into two sample aliquots. The first aliquot was 
5 mL and was used for OM and porewater ion analysis. The second aliquot was 3 mL and used 
for CH4 concentration analysis. The CH4 aliquots were stored in crimped-sealed serum vials. The 
serum vials contained 1 mL 0.1 M KOH. The purpose of the KOH was to kill all living cells. 
After the sediment was added to the serum vial, the CH4 aliquot was shaken for ~1 min to ensure 
KOH homogeneity. The OM/IC aliquot was stored in 15 mL falcon tubes. After samples were 
allocated into respective storage containers, all samples were stored in coolers with dry ice. 
Samples were transported back to the University of Tennessee, Knoxville (UTK) on 30 May 
2019, and stored in -80°C freezers until sample analysis. 
Methane Analysis 
The sediment aliquots designated for CH4 were unfrozen and 0.5 mL of headspace gas 
was sampled from individual serum vials. The sample headspace gas for an individual sample 




ionization detector. CH4 concentrations (ppmv) were quantified from a five-point calibration 
curve (created 16 May 2016) that was generated from known CH4 concentrations (R
2=0.99). CH4 




              (4.1 
where [CH4] was concentration (mM; with volume in respect to wet sediment), p(CH4) was the 
measured partial pressure of CH4 (ppmv), Vheadspace was the serium vial headspace volume (mL) 
after the addition of sediment and KOH, R was the universal gas constant (L atm mol-1 K-1), T 
was the temperature (K) that CH4 was allowed to reach equilibrium between the serum vial 
headspace and sediment, φ was sediment porosity, β is the Bunsen solubility coefficient, and 
Vsediment was the volume (mL) of sediment in the serum vial. CH4 reached equilibrium at T=294 
K. Sediment porosity in WOR sediments are invariant with depth. Thus, a constant value of 
φ=0.81 was used for equation 4.1. The Bunsen solubility coefficient represents the solubility of 
CH4 in water and has been parameterized as a function of salinity and temperature (140). Here, 
β=0.002 was used based on the temperature. 
Porewater Chemistry 
Porewater was isolated by centrifuging 5 mL of sediment slurry for individual depth 
intervals at 4500 x g for 10 minutes. The porewater overlying sediment was extracted using a 
syringe needle. Water close to the water-air interface was not included in the porewater sample. 
This minimized the collection of porewater where sulfide was partly oxidized from ambient O2 
(visually apparent layers). The extracted porewater was filtered through a 0.22 µm filter. Filtered 
porewater was split into three aliquots. The first aliquot (1.9 mL) was prepped specifically for 
SO4




milli-Q H2O) was allocated for inorganic cation and anion (excluding SO4
2-) analysis IC. The 
third aliquot (1.5 mL) was for dissolved organic matter (DOM) optical analysis. The remaining 
sediment pellets were stored for OM analysis (see below). 
Ion Chromatography 
The SO4
2- aliquot (see above) was acidified with 0.1 mL of 10% HCl. The HCl 
partitioned sulfide species into H2S. The headspace for the porewater was open to ambient 
conditions for 1 hour to allow outgassing of H2S. The residual sulfur was interpreted as in situ 
SO4
2-.  
IC measurements were performed at the UTK Stable Isotope Lab service facility 
(https://eps.utk.edu/research/facilities_isotope.php). Inorganic ion concentrations for SO4
2-, Na+, 
Cl-, Mg2+, K+, PO4
3-, Br-, NH4
+, and Ca2+ were measured on a Dionex ICS 2000 (cations) and a 
Dionex ICS 2100 (anions). The detection limit for ions was determined by taking a regression 
from depth intervals 40 to 60 cmbsf. As residuals were normally distributed, the 95th percentile 
of residual absolute values were taken as the detection limits for each ion species. Prior to 
sample injection, the anion/cation and SO4
2- aliquots were diluted by a factor of 10 to prevent 
peak saturation. Both cation/anion and SO4
2- aliquots were corrected for factor of 10 dilution 
effect in reported concentrations. In addition, the SO4
2- aliquot was corrected for the dilution 
effect from the 0.1 mL HCl. 
Ion concentration profiles exhibited a change in gradient with depth at 15 cmbsf (see 
Results). The change in sampling angle necessary to explain the change in concentration 











where x0 and y0 are elements of the sample vector (i.e., orientation of the core with respect to the 
sediment-water interface), θ is a bias in sample angle, and xobs and yobs define the observed 
sample vector given a bias in sample angel θ. Here, x0 and y0 were 0 cm and 1 cm, respectively 
(assumes sampling perpendicular to sediment-water interface). Values for θ were varied from 0 
to 90° at 0.1° intervals. The calculated y0 values correspond to the biased sample depth with 
respect to the sediment-water interface. I calculated the average change in concentration over a 1 
cm interval by taking regressions from 3 to 15 cmbsf for all seawater ions. These represent the 
unbiased concentration gradients. I then predicted observed concentrations with the resultant 
model slopes (3 to 15 cmbsf regression) using the y0 values. Because the predicted 
concentrations correspond to changes in concentration over 1 cm intervals along the sample core, 
the predicted concentration (minus the intercept) was interpreted as the biased slope. I did this 
for all sampling angles, θ. The closest biased slope to the observed slopes from 16 to 60 cmbsf 
(based on linear regression) were taken as the sampling angles necessary to change the 
concentration slopes at 15 cmbsf.   
DOM Absorption Spectra 
UV-VIS absorbance spectra were measured for porewater DOM at each depth interval 
using a UV-VIS spectrophotometer (Ocean Optics FLAME-S-UV-VIS). Ten absorbance spectra 
were measured and averaged together for each depth. The integration times for the individual 
spectra were 1000 μs. Absorbance spectra were collected and analyzed at wavelengths from 220 
nm to 800 nm. Porewater isolated from sediments (see Porewater Geochemistry) from individual 
depths were filled into a single quartz glass cuvette. After obtaining average absorbance spectra 




Q H2O. After the Milli-Q H2O rinse, an absorbance spectrum was collected for Milli-Q H2O in 
the same fashion as the sediment porewater. The Milli-Q spectra provided reference spectra for 
absorbance of the sample medium (i.e., H2O).  
Absorbance spectra were converted into absorption spectra. Absorbance spectra were 
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where T(λ)i is the light transmittance for wavelength, λ, at the i
th depth interval. Transmittance 






                 (4.4 
where a(λ)i is the absorption coefficient (m
-1) for wavelength, λ, at the ith depth interval, T(λ)i is 
the same as before, and l is the cuvette pathlength. Here, l was 0.01 m. The resultant absorption 
spectra were analyzed for the spectral slope (S275-295 nm: S350-400 nm), a proxy used for comparing 
fulvic to humic acid ratios of DOM end-members (141).  
Total Organic Carbon, Total Organic Nitrogen, and Bulk δ13C  
Measurement and sample preparation for total organic carbon (TOC), total nitrogen (TN), 
and bulk δ13C was performed at the UTK Stable Isotope Lab. The sediment pellets from 
centrifugation (see Porewater Geochemistry) were freeze dried for 72 hours (Labconco 
FreeZone 6 Freeze Dry System) following the manufacture’s guidelines. After the sediment 
dried, ~20 mg of dried sediment was weighed on a Mettler Toledo AX26 analytical balance. 
Samples were then treated with concentrated HCl to remove inorganic carbon (e.g., carbonate 




with a glass pasteur pipette. After the sediment dried, ~20 mg of dried sediment was weighed on 
a Mettler Toledo AX26 analytical balance. Samples were then treated with concentrated HCl to 
remove inorganic carbon. Single drops (~50 uL volume) of concentrated HCl were added to 
individual dried sediment samples with a glass pasteur pipette. After the addition of a 
concentrated HCl drop, a sample was visually inspected for evidence of CO2 outgassing 
(bubbles). If outgassing occurred, an additional drop of concentrated HCl was added to the 
sediment sample. This process continued until outgassing was not visually apparent in the 
samples (typically 2-5 drops). The acidified sediment samples were stored at ambient conditions 
for 24 hours to allow for HCl to react with residual inorganic carbon. Afterwards, samples were 
transferred to an oven and allowed to dry at 60°C for another 24 hours. Last, the dried sediment 
samples were analyzed for TOC, TN, and bulk δ13C. Isotopic data were measured on a Costech 
Elemental Analyzer ECS4010. The δ13C results were reported in units of per mil (‰) in 
reference to Vienna Pee Dee Belemnite, and assumed to represent a bulk C isotope composition 
of organic fraction present in the sediment. 
TOC and TN measurements were converted from fraction of dry sediment mass to moles 
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where [TOx] is concentration of either TOC or TN in moles cm-3 of wet sediment, TOxfrac is the 
fraction of dry sediment that is either carbon or nitrogen (g g-1 dry sediment), φ is sediment 
porosity, Xmw is the molecular weight of carbon or nitrogen (12 C g mol
-1 and 14 N g mol-1, 
respectively), and ρdry is the density (g cm
-3) of dry sediment for WOR sediments. Here, I 
assumed ρdry=2.5 g cm






present in the sediment core. Thus, TN was converted to TON by assuming all inorganic 
nitrogen was attributed to NH4
+, and TN and NH4
+ were used to calculate TON by: 
[𝑇𝑂𝑁] = [𝑇𝑁] − [𝑁𝐻4
+]                               (4.6 
Reaction-Transport Model 
I used a one-dimensional reaction-transport model to infer oxidation and production rates 
for CH4 and SO4













+ ∑ 𝑅𝑖             (4.7 
where Ci was concentration (moles cm
-3) for the ith species, φ was sediment porosity, Di(φ) was 
the porosity-corrected diffusion coefficient (cm-2 s-1) for the ith species, z was depth (cm), w was 
net vertical advection (cm s-1), ∑ 𝑅𝑖 was the net reaction (moles cm
-3) for the ith species, t was 
time (s), and 𝜕 corresponded to the change in the respective variable. Porosity for WOR 
sediment was found to be invariant with depth, and thus I assumed φ=0.81 for all depths (131).  
Assuming a steady-state chemical profile (i.e., 
𝜕𝐶𝑖𝜑
𝜕𝑡
= 0), the net rate of reaction, ∑ 𝑅𝑖, 
was inferred because both the diffusion and advection terms were known. Noise in the observed 
chemical data was filtered by fitting a generalized additive models (GAM) to both CH4 and SO4
2- 
depth profiles (59). The smoothing parameter (sp) was set to 0.1 for both gam fits. The smoothed 
fits were used in defining 
𝜕𝐶𝑖𝜑
𝜕𝑧
 for both the diffusion and advection terms. For the diffusion term, 
the diffusion coefficients for CH4 and SO4
2- were calculated based on experimental data in (144) 




temperature of 23°C (138). The resultant diffusion coefficients were subsequently corrected for 
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where Di(φ) was the corrected diffusion coefficient for the i
th species, Di,free was the molecular 
diffusion coefficient for the ith species, and φ was porosity. The final diffusion coefficients used 
in equation 4.7 for CH4 and SO4
2- were 11.2×10-6 cm-2 s-1 and 7.12×10-6 cm-2 s-1, respectively. 
For the advection term, net vertical advection, w, was defined as the summation of sediment 
burial rate, ω, and groundwater upwelling, u, such that: 
𝑤 = 𝜔 + 𝑢                (4.9 
The burial rate was assumed a constant value of 0.31 cm yr-1 (142). Previous geochemical 
modeling studies assumed burial rates, ω, dominate vertical advection rates, w, at the WOR (34, 
35, 130, 131); however, a thermal gradient analysis (138) and Cl- transport modeling suggest 
groundwater upwelling may be important in WOR sediments. Geological surveys of North 
Carolina Coastal Plain aquifers indicates that the confining unit for the Castle Hayne Aquifer, 
which underlies the WOR estuary, is thin (four feet thick) and sometimes completely missing 
which leads to direct contact between the aquifer and river systems (139). Thus, I explored the 
sensitivity of the reaction term in equation 4.7 by varying groundwater upwelling velocities from 
0 to 20 cm yr-1, where groundwater upwelling is assumed to be sourced from the Castle Hayne 
Aquifer. These rates are consistent with values previously reported in WOR sediments (133).  
We applied the second order central difference formula (143) to solve ∑ 𝑅𝑖 when 
assuming steady state concentration (GAM fits) in equation 4.7: 














∑ 𝑅𝑖,𝑧  = −𝜑𝐷𝑖
𝐶𝑖,𝑧+1−2𝐶𝑖,𝑧+𝐶𝑖,𝑧−1
𝑧2
+ 𝜑(𝜔 + 𝑢)
𝐶𝑖,𝑧+1−𝐶𝑖,𝑧−1
2𝑧
          (4.10.2 
Lower and upper boundary conditions for dissolved CH4 and SO4
2- were prescribed based 
on predictions with the GAM fits at 0 cmbsf and 100 cmbsf, respectively. The lower and upper 
concentration boundary conditions for dissolved CH4 were 1.07×10
-2 mM and 1.10 mM. The 
lower and upper concentration boundary conditions for SO4
2- were 0.14 mM and 13.8 mM. 
Background SO4
2- concentrations for the Castle Hayne Aquifer based on aquifer well water data 
were comparable to the lower boundary conditions predicted by the fits (see Results). As such, 
the dependency that ∑ 𝑅𝑖 had on groundwater upwelling could be determined as all other terms 
were held constant.   
Total Organic Carbon, Methane, and Sulfur Budgets 
I estimated the sink, or consumption, for TOC, CH4, and SO4
2- in WOR sediments at 
Station H. The consumption of CH4 and SO4
2- was calculated as:  
𝑆𝑖 = ∆𝑧 ∑ 𝑅𝑖(𝑧)
𝑍𝑖,𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑧=𝑍𝑖,𝑚𝑖𝑛
               (4.11 
where Si was the net sink (nmol cm
-2 d-1) for the ith species, Δz was the sample depth interval 
(cm), Ri was the net reaction (nmol cm
-3 d-1) for the zth depth, Zi,min was the minimum depth 
considered for the ith species, and Zi,max was the maximum depth considered for the i
th species. 
The maximum depth was set to 11cm, 40 cm, and 62 cm for TOC, CH4, and SO4
2-, respectively. 
The minimum depth was set to 0 cm for TOC, CH4, and SO4
2-. For both CH4 and SO4
2-, Ri was 
taken as the solution to the reaction-transport model (equation 4.10.2). The net reaction, Ri, for 
TOC was treated as the TOC oxidation rate constant between depths 5 cm and 11 cm. This was 




from depth by dividing Δz by burial rate (ω=0.31 cm yr-1). The net sinks for CH4 and SO4
2- were 
determined for all values of groundwater upwelling evaluated in equation 4.10.2. 
Castle Hayne Aquifer Sulfate Concentrations 
I evaluated for Br-, Ca2+, Cl-, K+, Mg2+, Na+, and SO4
2- concentrations in the Castle 
Hayne Aquifer using water quality data available from the Water Quality Portal 
(https://www.waterqualitydata.us/). Wells sites were limited to the Castle Hayne Limestone 
aquifer, “accepted” concentration measurements, and well sites in Onslow County (site of 
sample site) and all adjacent counties (Pender, Carteret, Jones, Duplin). When concentrations 
were below detection, concentrations were treated as 0 mM for statistical purposes.  
Results 
Porewater Ion Depth Profiles 
 The detection limits for PO4
3-, NH4
+, Ca2+, K+, Na+, Mg2+, Cl-, Br-, and SO4
2-
 were 0.02 
mM, 0.04 mM, 0.45 mM, 0.1 mM, 7.0 mM, 0.8 mM, 12.0 mM, 0.03 mM, and 0.2 mM, 
respectively. The porewater ion concentrations for PO4
3-, NH4
+, Ca2+, K+, Na+, Mg2+, Cl-, Br-, 
and SO4
2- concentrations from the anion/cation and SO4
2- aliquots spanned n.d.‒0.11 mM, 0.12‒
0.96 mM, 2.3‒8.6 mM, 2.9‒6.5 mM, 103.3‒298.9 mM, 6.6‒31.4 mM, 153.8‒327.9 mM, 0.01‒
0.49 mM, and n.d.‒17.2 mM, respectively (Figure 4.3A-I). Porewater ion concentrations for 
Ca2+, K+, Na+, Mg2+, Cl-, Br-, and SO4
2- followed similar trends through the sediment core, where 
concentrations were highest at the sediment-water interface (SWI) and decreased with increasing 
depth. At ~15 cmbsf, all porewater ions gradients became less steep. Taking a piecewise linear 
regression with a node at 15 cmbsf, I calculated gradient changes for Ca2+, K+, Na+, Mg2+, Cl-, 
and Br-. Slopes are reported in Table 4.1. In contrast, PO4
3- and NH4




at the sediment-water interface (SWI) and increased with depth. The PO4
3- concentrations 
reached an asymptote after 10 cmbsf while NH4
+ concentrations increased with depth to the 
bottom of the collected core.  
To ensure changes in concentration gradients were not artifacts caused by a change in the 
angle of the core as it was pushed into the sediment, I calculated the theoretical change in 
sampling angle that would result in the observed changes in concentration profile if the true 
profile were linear. The bias in sampling angle necessary to change the slope between 3 to 15 
cmbsf and 16 to 60 cmbsf for Br-, Ca+, Cl-, K+, Mg2+, and Na+ were 87.4° 85.2° 83.7° 86.6° 
84.0°, and 84.5°, respectively.  Considering all seawater ions (excluding SO4
2- due to SO4
2- 
reduction), I estimated it would take an 85.2±1.8° change in sampling angle to explain the 
change in concentration gradients. Although it is difficult to precisely push a core vertically into 
sediment, I judge that this amount of change in the angle is unrealistically large, and do not 
consider this possibility further. 
Castle Hayne Aquifer Ion Concentrations 
Geological surveys indicate he Castle Hayne Aquifer underlies the White Oak River 
Estuary (139). I performed a regional analysis of Ca2+, K+, Na+, Mg2+, Cl-, Br-, and SO4
2- 
concentrations in the Castle Hayne Aquifer using data available from the Water Quality Portal. 
The average concentrations (± standard deviation) for Ca2+, K+, Na+, Mg2+, Cl-, Br-, and SO4
2- 
was 2.04±1.51 mM (n=26), 0.07±0.06 mM (n=26), 0.56±1.24 mM (n=26), 0.12±0.10 mM 





Organic Carbon Depth Profiles  
Dissolved CH4 concentrations followed a sigmodal profile as a function of depth (Figure 
3A). The lowest dissolved CH4 concentrations (~0 mM) occurred at the SWI, and the maximum 
concentration (1.91 mM) occurred at ~45 cmbsf. After reaching the maximum, dissolved CH4 
stabilized at ~1 mM for depths >50 cmbsf.  
Values for δ13Corganic from the sediment changed from -26.04 ‰ near the SWI to -23.40 
‰ near the bottom of the sediment core. This transition included an average δ13Corganic change of 
0.20‰ cm-1 (p-value<10
-3) from 4 to 10 cm, which did not vary between 10 and 30 cmbsf, but 
shifted to -0.11‰ cm-1 (p-value<10
-3) from 30 to 35 cmbsf, and 0.06‰ cm-1 (p-value<10
-7) 
between 35 to 58 cmbsf.  
TOC and TON profiles from the sediment covaried with depth. TOC varied from 1.39 to 
2.99 mmol cm-3 (Figure 3C). A TOC maximum occurred at 3‒4 cmbsf, then decreased at 10 
cmbsf until 2.25 mmol cm-3 at 32 cm and then to 1.65 mmol cm-3 at 62 cmbsf. TON varied from 
0.08 to 0.17 mmol cm-3(Figure 3D), with a maximum at 3‒4 cmbsf, minimum at 10 cmbsf, then 
another peak of 0.11 mmol cm-3 at 32 cm, and decrease to 1.65 mmol cm-3 at 62 cmbsf. An 
oscillatory pattern in TOC:TON ratios (C:N) occurred through the sediment core (Figure 3E). 
C:N values fluctuated between 15.2 and 18.3, with local maxima occurring at 3, 10, 40, and 62 
cmbsf and local minima occurring at 8, 28, and 55 cmbsf.  
DOM spectral slope of the extracted pore water varied from 2.5 to 8.5 (Figure 3F). The 
spectral slope maximum occurred at 3 cmbsf and was followed by a decrease with depth until 




Groundwater Upwelling and Sulfate/Methane Production Rates 
A reaction-transport model was used to infer oxidation, reduction, and production rates 
for SO4
2- and dissolved CH4 (equations 4.7-4.10). The GAM smooth fits used for the SO4
2- and 
dissolved CH4 concentration gradients (
𝜕𝐶𝑖
𝜕𝑧
) had deviance explained values (p-value<10-4) of 
96.6% and 82.9%, respectively. (Figure 4.5A-B). The lower boundary condition for SO4
2- 
concentrations predicted from the GAM (0.14 mM) was comparable to SO4
2- concentration 
reported in the Water Quality Portal (see above).  
When groundwater upwelling was 0 cm yr-1, net SO4
2- production was negative at all 
depths of the sediment column (Figure 4.6A). The net SO4
2- production rates followed a modal 
profile with depth. The minimum net SO4
2- production was -35.6 nM SO4
2- d-1 and occurred at 15 
cmbsf. The net SO4
2- production rates converge towards 0 nM SO4
2- d-1 near the SWI and 50 
cmbsf. When I increased the groundwater upwelling rate, net SO4
2- production increased at 
depths from 0 to ~40 cmbsf. At some depths, negative net SO4
2- production transitioned from a 
negative production rate to a positive production. The depth that positive SO4
2- production rates 
occurred increased as a function of groundwater upwelling rates. The deepest depths where 
positive SO4
2- production occurred were 4, 5, 8, 10, 12, and 14 cmbsf when groundwater 
upwelling rates were 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, and 20 cm yr-1, respectively.  
In contrast to net SO4
2- production when groundwater upwelling was 0 cm yr-1, CH4 
production and oxidation occurred simultaneously at different depths (Figure 4.6B). Dissolved 
CH4
 oxidation followed a modal distribution between 0 and 38 cmbsf. The maximum dissolved 
CH4 oxidation rate was -4.3 nM d
-1 at 32 cmbsf. Dissolved CH4 production also followed a 




production rate was 6.5 nM CH4 d
-1 and occurred at 47 cmbsf. An increase in groundwater 
upwelling had minor effects on depths of the maximum and minimums, as well as the general 
distributions for CH4 production and oxidation. Nonetheless, groundwater upwelling oppositely 
influenced the magnitudes of the absolute maximum and minimums for CH4 production and 
oxidation rates. The maximum dissolved CH4 oxidation rates were -4.3, -4.5, -4.9, -5.5, -6.0, and 
-6.7 nM CH4 d
-1 when groundwater upwelling rates were 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, and 20 cm yr-1, 
respectively. The maximum dissolved CH4 production rates were 6.5, 6.4, 6.2, 5.8, 5.4, and 5.1 
nM CH4 d
-1 when groundwater upwelling rates were 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, and 20 cm yr-1, respectively. 
Carbon and Sulfur Budgets in Station H White Oak River Estuary Sediments  
I evaluated TOC, DIC and SO4
2- reservoirs in WOR estuary, Station H sediments. All 
flux estimates reported here can be found in Table 4.2. We observed two notable features in the 
TOC profiles at Station H. There was a net loss of 1.22 mmol TOC cm-3 spanning 0 to 10 cmbsf. 
This loss was proceeded by a modal increase in TOC, spanning from 10 to 60 cmbsf, with a 
maximum concentration of 2.20 mmol TOC cm-3 at 35 cmbsf. The net change in TOC from 10 to 
60 cmbsf was ~0 mmol TOC cm-3 (Figure 4.4C). I converted sediment depth to units of time by 
dividing depth intervals by an assumed burial rate (ω) of 0.31 cm yr-1 (34, 130, 131). I regressed 
TOC loss from 0 to 10 cmbsf as a function of time (mmol TOC cm-3 yr-1), with the exclusion 
depths 3 and 4 cmbsf. This resulted in an estimated average TOC loss of -37.9 mmol TOC cm-3 
yr-1 (Figure 4.7). As, the net change from 10 to 60 cmbsf was ~0 mmol TOC cm-3 (Figure 4.4C), 
I attributed all TOC losses in the first ~62 cm to TOC occurring between 0 and 10 cmbsf. Thus, 
assuming a constant rate of TOC loss in the first 10 cmbsf (Figure 4.7), the integrated annual loss 




to TOC concentrations, I take TOC loss as being equivalent to DIC flux (130). Last, TOC burial 
flux was taken as the difference between TOC depositional flux at the SWI and the DIC flux. 
Assuming a burial rate of 0.31 cm yr-1, and TOC concentration of 2.61 mmol TOC cm-3 at 0 
cmbsf, I estimated an OC depositional flux of 8.09 mmol m-2 yr-1 and a TOC burial flux of 4.91 
mmol m-2 yr-1.  
The CH4 and SO4
2- production rates varied as a function depth and groundwater 
upwelling rates (Figure 4.6). Thus, I quantified column integrated net CH4 and SO4
2- production 
as a function of groundwater upwelling rates. Column integrated CH4 flux was inversely related 
to groundwater upwelling rates (Figure 4.8). When groundwater upwelling was 0 cm yr-1, WOR 
sediments acted as a net source of CH4, with a CH4 production flux of 34.7 mmol CH4 m
-2 yr-1. 
However, when groundwater upwelling exceeded ~3 cm yr-1, WOR sediments became a net sink 
for CH4. The maximum evaluated flux (u=20 cm yr
-1) resulted in a net CH4 flux of -182.6 mmol 
CH4 m
-2 yr-1. In contrast to CH4, column integrated SO4
2- production flux positively related to 
groundwater upwelling rates (Figure 4.9). When groundwater upwelling was 0 cm yr-1, the WOR 
sediments acted as a sink for SO4
2-, with a SO4
2- flux of -1976 mmol SO4
2- m-2 yr-1. However, 
when groundwater upwelling exceeded ~15 cm yr-1, WOR sediments became a net source for 
SO4
2-. The maximum evaluated SO4
2- flux (u=20 cm yr-1) was 672 mmol SO4
2- m-2 yr-1.   
Discussion 
 Here, I sampled a 62 cm long sediment core from the WOR estuary, Station H, with the 
intention of characterizing gradients in microbial traits with respect to geochemical gradients 
(135). Site accessibility, a large body of literature spanning several decades, and a diverse suite 




system for modeling microbial trait distributions with respect to geochemistry (17, 34, 129, 131, 
132, 134, 142). Prior to exploring possible ecological niches at the WOR, I sought to evaluate 
inventories of TOC, DIC, CH4, and SO4
2-, the primary electron donors (TOC and CH4) and 
acceptor (DIC and SO4
2-) in WOR sediments. As a part of this study, I quantified major seawater 
cations (Na+, Mg2+, K+, NH4
+, and Ca2+), anions (SO4
2-, Cl-, PO4
3-, Br-), and DOM spectral slope 
from porewater as well as TOC, TON, bulk organic C isotope composition, and dissolved CH4 
from bulk sediment (Figure 4.2). 
Castle Hayne Aquifer and Ion Dilution in WOR Sediments 
 The decrease in major seawater ion concentration with sediment depth was previously 
reported in WOR sediments (129, 133). The reduction in concentrations can be explained by 
intrusion of groundwater from the underlying Castle Hayne aquifer. Geological surveying 
indicates that the confining unit for the Castle Hayne aquifer is thin (~4.2 m) and porous across 
Eastern North Carolina. In some instances, the confining unit has been reported to be absent, 
leading to direct contact between river/estuary systems and the Castle Hayne aquifer (133, 138, 
139). Here, porewater ion concentrations decreased with depth for all major seawater ions 
(Figure 4.3). The rate of decrease between 3 and 15 cmbsf and 16 and 60 cmbsf changed for all 
major seawater ions (Table 4.1). At present, it is unclear whether the change in rates reflects a 
lag in diffusion from oscillating water column salinity, the presence of fresh groundwater 
upwelling, or both. High frequency variability in water column salinity would give rise to stable 
ion profiles at depth that could be used for inferring groundwater upwelling rates (145). Previous 
studies assumed steady-state thermal gradients (138) and transport modeling with Cl- 




studies, groundwater advection estimates spanned from 0.6 to 15.3 cm yr-1 depending on the time 
of year at Station H. My analysis of groundwater ion concentrations indicated discharge from the 
underlying Castle Hayne Aquifer, the underlying aquifer, would lead to a decrease in porewater 
ion concentrations, as all ion concentrations are orders of magnitude less than seawater ion 
concentrations. The relative importance of the advection versus diffusion terms (equation 4.7) in 
explaining the dissolved ion profiles are difficult to ascertain without salinity timeseries data 
from the WOR water column.   
Metabolic Alterations to Organic Carbon in WOR Sediments 
Sediments in the United States Coastal Plains estuaries are characterized by high OC 
burial with low oxygen penetration (127). The WOR sediments analyzed here were no exception, 
with OC burial efficiency of ~60% (Figure 4.4C). Although debates still exist about the primary 
variable controlling OC turnover in sediments, porewater O2 concentration and exposure time is 
considered one of the more likely candidates influencing OC turnover (126, 146). High carbon 
burial rates correlate with carbon burial efficiency as a result of higher aerobic respiration rates 
depleting oxygen at shallow depths (147). Although I did not directly measure O2, I estimate that 
SO4
2- reduction initiated at ~5 cmbsf (based on the first derivatives of normalized seawater 
concentrations). This observation implied microbial metabolisms utilizing aerobic and sub-oxic 
metabolism types were depleted in the top 5 cmbsf (17, 32). Note that complete titration of SO4
2- 
prior to loss in other ion concentrations indicates the presence of sulfate-reducing metabolisms. 
Once SO4
2- titrated to 0 mM, methanogenesis became the dominant source of energy in WOR 
sediments; this was evident by the increase from ~ 0 mM to 1 mM CH4 cm




cmbsf. Generally, these concentrations were comparable with previously reported CH4 
concentrations in WOR sediments (131, 133, 134). 
One feature in the OM profiles was an increase in TOC and TON concentrations at 35 
cmbsf (Figure 4.4C,D). To our knowledge, this is the first observation of this pattern in WOR 
sediments from Station H (34, 35, 129, 130). As this maximum is located at the SMTZ (Figure 
4.3I and Figure 4.4A), I hypothesize the increase in OM is from biomass production generated 
from anaerobic oxidation of methane (AOM) (137). Anaerobic methanotrophic archaea 
(ANME), which perform AOM, have been observed in WOR sediments at the SMTZ (131, 134). 
The primary evidence supporting this hypothesis is the local minimum in δ13Corganic (Figure 
4.4B) and local maximum in C:N (Figure 4.4E), which coincides with both the SMTZ and the 
local OM maximum at 35 cmbsf. Biomass production from oxidized CH4 should result in OC 
with a lighter isotopic signature as carbon from biogenic CH4 is isotopically light (δ
13C < -58‰) 
compared to other organic molecules (δ13C > -30‰) (148). 
In addition to the prominence of sulfate-reducers and methanogens, fermenters are 
prevalent in WOR sediments (17). Fermentative metabolisms are thought to transform organic 
polymers into respiration products which include CO2, H2, organic acids (e.g., acetate), NH4
+, 
PO4
3-, and alcohols (e.g., ethanol) (149). The ecological role of fermenters is significant as 
respiration products provide H2, a source of electrons, for methanogens and sulfate-reducers. 
Here, I observed indirect evidence of fermentative metabolisms via the elevated NH4
+ and PO4
3- 
concentrations (Figure 4.3G,H). Contrary to major seawater ion concentration profiles, the NH4
+ 
and PO4
3- concentrations were lowest near the SWI and increased with depth. Changes in NH4
+ 
and PO4




depositional sources OM did not change with time. Lastly, the SR decrease suggests a drop in 
fulvic to humic acid ratios (141) (Figure 4.4I). The coinciding SR decrease at depths where SO4
2- 
reduction begins suggests the drop in fulvic acids may be from fermentative metabolisms, which 
operate in anaerobic environments (149).   
Evaluating the Carbon and Sulfur Budgets at WOR, Station H 
In WOR sediments below 5 cmbsf, the dominant electron donors and acceptors are 
carbon and sulfur, respectively. For this reason, fluxes for major carbon and sulfur reservoirs in 
WOR sediments were estimated via concentration measurements (as well as acoustic turbidity 
for CH4) and reaction-transport modeling (34, 35, 130, 131). I estimated TOC, DIC, CH4, and 
SO4
2- fluxes based on the measurements (Figure 4.3-4.4) presented here and reactive-transport 
modeling (Figure 4.5-4.6). As TOC chemical transport is controlled solely by sediment burial, 
TOC burial flux and DIC flux estimates were invariant to simulations which consider 
groundwater upwelling (Table 4.1). DIC fluxes should be sensitive to advective processes as 
DIC exists as dissolved HCO3
- for pH values typical of WOR sediments (129). Nonetheless, our 
DIC flux estimates, based on oxidized TOC, were comparable with flux measurements derived 
from DIC gradient analysis (130). 
When assuming diffusion-dominated chemical transport, our CH4 and SO4
2- flux 
estimates were elevated but generally comparable with previous estimates (Table 4.1). The 
elevated CH4 and SO4
2- fluxes can be explained by steeper concentration gradients compared to 
gradients used in earlier modeling studies (34, 35). SO4
2- removal would suggest WOR 
sediments act as a sink for SO4
2- from the overlying water column. Here, SO4
2- removal is likely 
driven through SO4




the SWI, where the CH4 flux is 0 mmol m
-2 yr-1. Acoustic turbidity measurements suggest CH4 
penetration ceases at ~1 m (34, 133). Here, I did not collect sediment to this depth and cannot 
heavily speculate about CH4 sink processes below 62 cmbsf.  
Earlier studies on thermal gradients (138) and Cl- concentration profiles (assumed as 
passive tracer) (133) estimate groundwater upwelling rates between 0.6 to 39.4 cm yr-1 in WOR 
sediments. Nonetheless, CH4 and SO4
2- flux modeling studies for WOR sediments have not 
considered groundwater upwelling (34, 35, 130, 131). I found that net CH4 flux decreased and 
net SO4
2- flux increased with increasing advection (Figure 4.8-4.9; Table 4.2). The decreases in 
net CH4 flux can be explained by the reaction term (equation 4.7) compensating for CH4 
advecting from lower depths (Figure 4.6B). Net CH4 flux becomes negative when advection >3.2 
cm yr-1. Since all dissolved CH4 is produced via methanogenesis in WOR sediments (130, 133), 
dissolved CH4 production must happen below 62 cmbsf to maintain mass balance if advection 
rates are >3.2 cm yr-1. The increase in net SO4 flux is explained by less SO4
2- supply from the 
overlying water column due to advection. The consequence of less SO4
2- penetration was the 
reaction term became positive, indicating SO4
2- production was necessary to maintain steady-
state SO4
2- concentrations (Figure 4.6A). As advection rates increased, the SO4
2- production was 
predicted to occur at deeper depths and at larger magnitudes. The sediment sulfur cycle has many 
cryptic (short lived or below detection) sulfur species of intermediate oxidation state (150). The 
oxidation of reduced and intermediate sulfur species can be driven by biotically and abiotically. 
Notably, disproportionation reactions with intermediate oxidation state sulfur species generates 
both SO4
2- and H2S, Fe and Mn can act as oxidants, and bioirragation can lead to localized 




oxidation states have been observed in WOR sediments (17). Furthermore, porewater sulfide has 
been observed to extend to the SWI (134). It is conceivable that reduced sulfur species are 
respired at depth, transported to depths where SO4
2- production is predicted with our reaction-
transport model, and then re-oxidized back to SO4
2-. Kinetically, which processes would support 
the production of SO4
2- observed in the model is unclear and requires further investigation (150). 
Ultimately, early SO4
2- sequestration estimates for WOR estuary sediments appear overestimated 
if groundwater advection is considered in models. Furthermore, short and intermediate 
variability in groundwater advection rates may lead to fluctuations in WOR sediments acting as a 
source or sink for SO4
2- (Figure 4.9). 
Conclusions and Future Directions 
We sought to characterize bulk sediment and porewater geochemistry prior to modeling 
microbial trait distributions in WOR estuary sediments. The TOC, DIC, CH4, and SO4
2- budgets 
for primary carbon and sulfur reservoirs are consistent with previous estimates; however, 
variability in the SMTZ between different studies (34, 35, 129, 131, 133, 134) indicate that 
assumptions of steady-state concentrations on short and intermediate timescales may be 
unadvisable when characterizing microbial ecology. AOM may result in biomass growth at the 
SMTZ (Figure 4.4). Furthermore, sulfur cycling appeared sensitive to groundwater upwelling 
(Figure 4.6A), which, if variable, could have implications on temporal microbial populations.  
The geochemical results was consistent with the expected metabolisms previously 
described in WOR sediments (17, 131, 132, 134). Evaluation of microbiology and via genomic 
sequencing and proteomics may prove useful in validating covariance in these metabolism types 




will be generalizable, given the short and intermediate variability of geochemistry in WOR 
sediments, will remain under question. Thus, future work should focus on understanding which 
variables influence short and intermediate timescale (i.e., days to months) variability in 
geochemistry. I view this as important moving forward with modeling microbial ecology as it is 
unclear how buffered the microbial ecology is with respect to stochastic variability in 
geochemistry. Variables that I think may be important on day to month timescales include 
changes in groundwater upwelling rates, OM depositional fluxes, and water column salinity. I 
explored using Cl- concentrations in a transport model (along with other seawater ions) to 
determine groundwater advection with equation 4.7 (133). Groundwater upwelling estimates 
were on average ~20 cm yr-1 using this approach and exceeded the 15 cm yr-1 constraint based on 
SO4
2- mass balance. Thus, characterizing groundwater upwelling rates may need a better proxy 
than seawater ions. One candidate would be SF6, an inert gas. An experimental design may 
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Figure 4.3. Porewater concentration profiles (mM) for Br- (A), Br- (A), Ca2+ (B), Cl- (C), K+ (D), 
Mg2+ (E), Na+ (F), NH4
+ (G), PO4
3- (H), and SO4




Figure 4.4. Organic carbon concentration profiles for CH4 (mmol cm
-3) (A), bulk δ13Corganic (‰ 
with respect to VPDB) (B), TOC (mmol cm-3) (C), TON (mmol cm-3) (D), carbon to nitrogen 




Figure 4.5. Generalized additive model (GAM) fits for SO4
2- depth profiles (mM) (A) and 






Figure 4.6. Model results for SO4
2- (A) and dissolved CH4 (B) from the reaction-transport 





Figure 4.7. A linear regression fit of TOC loss as a function of time assuming an average 




Figure 4.8. Column integrated CH4 production (nmol cm
-2 d-1) predicted from the reaction-




Figure 4.9. Column integrated SO4
2- production (nmol cm-2 d-1) predicted from the reaction-
transport model (Figure 4.4A) as a function of groundwater upwelling (cm yr-1). The dashed red 
line corresponds to the groundwater upwelling velocity where WOR sediments at Station H 





























 It seems unlikely that a reasonable constraint on the number of unique metabolisms or the 
spatiotemporal distribution of those metabolisms is to happen soon. Again, new metabolisms are 
theorized and discovered on a regular basis (5) and a large fraction of genes found in 
metagenomes remain unannotated (19). Nonetheless, the work presented here made strides 
towards addressing these questions. Here, theoretical and quantitative approaches were explored 
for characterizing microbial metabolism diversity from several different perspectives. First, 
microbial metabolism diversity was evaluated with respect to phylogenetics, or evolutionary 
relatedness, for lineages across the microbial tree of life. Metabolic coherence was observed in 
taxonomic ranks spanning phylum to genus when annotating traits with cluster of orthologous 
groups (COGs). Higher taxonomic ranks (phylum, class, order) had the greatest explanatory 
power towards explaining metabolic potential and suggests broad-scale patterns may exist for 
specific lineages occupying ecological niches. Both, the average fraction of genomic content 
derived via vertical gene transfer and taxonomy’s predictive power towards genomic content is 
now quantitatively evident. Improving annotation rates for more metabolically-detailed 
annotation schemes, such as KEGG, is a viable path moving forward as these models would 
provide predictions related to specific metabolites. Second, a theoretical framework was 
proposed for prescribing a sequencing effort in shotgun metagenomic sequencing experiments. 
The theoretical model linked genome rareness to an expected short read sequencing effort 
necessary to meet a genome coverage criterion defined by an investigator. This model was then 
evaluated with respect to MAG retrieval from four different sample sites: maize soil, surface 




sequencing experiments to a target genomic content rareness should improve comparability 
among studies with respect to MAG discovery and metabolism discovery rates. Moving forward, 
continued improvements in bioinformatic pipelines with respect to assembly and binning 
algorithms should reduce the sequencing coverage and overall sequencing effort necessary to 
retrieve MAGs. Third, a theoretical framework was proposed for measuring trait functional 
redundancy within microbial communities. The functional redundancy metric was modeled after 
traditional diversity theory and was referred to as trait contribution evenness (TCE). Functional 
redundancy among different nitrogen-cycling pathways in TARA Oceans MAGs was then 
analyzed as a case study. TCE provides a measure for spatiotemporal variations of environmental 
trait distributions. This measure will aid in addressing broader questions about the ecological 
significance of functional redundancy in microbial communities and trait-based modeling. 
Lastly, organic geochemistry was measured in an estuary sediment core that covered three redox 
conditions: oxic (and sub-oxic), SO4
2- rich (anoxic), and CH4
 rich (anoxic). Carbon and sulfur 
budgets were modeled from organic geochemistry and were subsequently related to microbial 
metabolisms known to exist in sediment environments. This work strived to establish the 
temporal stability in organic geochemistry as preliminary analysis for niche modeling.  
 As of RefSeq v92 (used in Chapter One), ~145,000 non-redundant microbial genomes 
have been sequence, which are classified as ~25,000 unique species (GTDB). Every genome, for 
every environment, typically has 1000s of genes. Properly annotating ‘omics traits, identifying 
important traits, determining whether these traits manifest into phenotype, and relating these 
traits to the environment conditions is often daunting. Even with these challenges, a lot 




was developing quantitative and theoretical approaches to interpret large genomic datasets by 
leveraging publicly available genomic data. I view this approach as amenable for exploring 
ecological theory surrounding microbial metabolism diversity. Strategies are improving for 
integrating omics-derived traits with geochemistry (18) and in trait-based modeling (2, 27). With 
ongoing improvements in sequencing technology and bioinformatic pipelines, ‘omics data 
should only become more accessible with time (20), and in conjunction with environmental 
metadata, publicly available repositories should become even better for addressing broad 
ecological questions related to the number of unique microbial metabolisms and the 
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